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Environmental Protection and Green Actions

Unimicron upholds the company vision of environmentally 
sustainable symbiosis and actively implements“Environmental 
Protection and Green Actions”by using our hands to protect our 
environmental personally.  This is because we believe that our 
environment is co-created by our personal action.  For our future 
generations, we will continue to persist.

Welcome to Unimicron's second Corporate Social Responsibility Report.  
The focus of this year's report are on the mid-term and long term 
planning of Unimicron for the years 2013 to 2015 and related outcomes 
of major topics in 2012. This report was compiled to inform the public and 
stakeholders about our commitment toward sustainable developments 
and corporate social responsibility, and our effort and persistency devoted 
to CSR issues.

Reporting Period

This report covers all activities of the 2012 fiscal year ( from Jan 1st to Dec 
31st, 2012 ) and Unimicron's CSR management guidelines, critical CSR 
issues, responses, and actions as well as relevant results and performance. 
We plan to publish CSR report on a yearly basis.  The publication date of 
the last CSR Report was in August, 2012.

Scope and Boundary

To present Unimicron's CSR achievements in a comprehensive manner, all 
details and statistics revealed are intended to represent all Unimicron's 
plants in Taiwan ( including Shanying Plant, Luchu Plant, Hsingpong Plant, 
Herjiang Plant, and Chungyuan Plant ) and the Hsinchu Plant ( including 
Hsinfeng Plant, Science Park Branch Plant and Jenyi Plant ).

Reporting Guideline and Reliability

This report was compiled based on G3.1, the latest reporting guideline 
published by the Global Reporting Initiative, GRI, in 2011. All details 
revealed in this report have been verified by SGS-Taiwan to meet the 
content and quality requirement of Application Level A+ of GRI and Type 
1, Moderate Assurance Level of Accountability of AA1000 Assurance 
Standards.

Relevant Information

Unless otherwise specified, all the currency used in this report is in New 
Taiwan Dollars.  For related units and calculation basis, the reference 
used is the commonly accepted international practice.  Regarding special 
calculations and explanations, special notes explaining them are placed 
below relevant figures and tables.

To highly major achievements for some of the topics, special projects 
and indicators, some statistics will be backtracked to years 2010 to 2011. 
Please do not hesitate to share any comments you may have regarding 
the "2012 Unimicron CSR Report" with us.

•  Contact
•  Address
•  Telephone
•  Fax 
•  Email 
•  Website 

CSR Management Committee
No. 179, Shan Ying Rd, Kwei Shan Ind., Park, Taoyuan, Taiwan, R.O.C
03-3500386 ext. 11390
03-3590900
tenfenshuang@unimicron.com
www.unimicron.com
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of U.S., the presidential elections among many 
countries etc.; meanwhile ,the labor cost increasing 
year by year in mainland China, accompany with 
the rising price of fuel and electricity in Taiwan, 
both result in increased the production costs. 
With intensive competition of new products 
introduction, falling selling price due to the major 
brands gathering and capacity over expansion 
by competitors, plus N.T. dollar appreciation, all 
caused huge impacts on corporate profitability 
especially in the export-oriented electronics 
Industry.

Foreseeing in 2013, generally holds a conservative 
outlook for the first half, and be more reliable on 
the economic revival from the second half. With 
leading companies launching new models one 
after another , incurring more complicated design 
for related components such as, ICs、Substrate、
HDI boards leads to a demand of high level 
manufacturing process. In addition, to meet slim 
and light mechanical design and high reliability, 
customers also increase the proportion of flex 
PCBs design. Plus kinds of mobile internet devices 
such as cloud computing systems, digital home 
video system, therefore, make the end markets 
demanded more innovation and integration.

Unimicron believes that our success results from 
providing customers more valuable service. In such 
belief, management team defines the mid-term 
plan for 2013~2015：

Innovation, Breakthrough and 
Development of New Markets
◆  Grasp Industry Trends and Capture New 
Markets Opportunities.

◆  Enhance Operation Performance through 
Resources Integration and Cross-Functional 
Cooperation.

◆  Keep Technology Leadership by Innovation of 
Technology and Products Development.

◆  Build Lean Organization and Develop Core and 
Key Persons.

◆  Commit to Social Responsibility and Endeavor 
the Green Environment Protection.

In the future, given rapid climate change and the 
chaotic situation of international and economic 
environment, we must remain solid and stable 
in our core competence. Using continuous 
breakthroughs and innovations, we can handle 
each challenge with calm. As a member of the 
global high technology industry, we will continue 
to contribute and fulfill our corporate social 
responsibility for a brighter future and exercise our 
influences to encourage participation from our 
strategic partners in the supply chain and become 
a true model of corporate citizenship in the global 
village.

Chairman and CEO

Welcome to the second CSR report published by 
Unimicron. As we mentioned in our first report, 
our vision is to become a world-class high-
tech company recognized for our high value-
added, high service quality, high productivity, 
and emphasis on innovative services. In our 
effort to continuously expand our operations, we 
have upheld the spirit of TQM and followed its 
philosophy of attention to customer satisfaction 
and quality first principle as our top guideline 
for continuous innovation and improvement, to 
undertake our corporate social responsibility, 
and maximize the benefits for our employees, 
shareholders, society, and all stakeholders.

Our corporate social responsibility is based on the 
core themes: Concern for the Planet, Respect for 
People, Pursuit for Performance, and we expect 
that through our humanity based management 
approach and mission to protect the environment, 
we will ensure our sustainable growth and become 
a model citizen in the global village. 

We promise：  
◆  To enforce corporate governance, improve 
information transparency, protect and respect the 
interests of shareholders and stakeholders.

◆  To manage the company with high ethical 
standards, require all employees to abide by 
laws and maintain their integrity, respect human 
rights, protect intellectual property, and prevent 
fraudulent conveyance jeopardizing the rights of 
the company, customers, and suppliers.

◆  To comply with local labor laws, customer 
requirements, the Electronics Industry Code of 
Conduct (EICC) and other international standards; 
ensure equal employment opportunities, humane 
treatment, employee communication, and working 
conditions.

◆  To establish a supplier management system 
and standards and regularly communicate with 
suppliers to ensure a stable, sustainable, and win-
win partnership, to procure environmental friendly 
products and prevent the use of conflict minerals.

◆  To participate in social welfare and emergency 
relief activities based on the philosophy of "Taking 
from the Community and Giving back to the 
Community" to spread love, to give back to the 
community, and to fulfill our responsibilities as a 
corporate citizen.

◆  To continuously enhance our technology 
standards and innovate to meet customer and 
market demands and be actively involved in 
environmental initiatives and to lower production 
costs to solidify our core competency.

◆  To enforce implementation of environmental 
and hazardous substance management systems, 
comply with environmental protection and 
industrial safety regulations, respond to the 
green movement - "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" and 
conserve energy, reduce waste, and build a safe 
and comfortable working environment.

In 2012, the global economy was affected by 
European debt crisis, the slow economic recovery 
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Headquar tered in  Kwei  Shan 
Industrial Park, Taoyuan, Unimicron 
C o r p o r a t i o n  ( “ U n i m i c r o n ” 
henceforth) was established on 
January 25, 1990 and specializes 
in the manufacturing, processing, 
a n d  s a l e s  of  P r i n t e d  C i r c u i t 
Boards (PCB), HDI(High Density 
Interconnection), Flexible Print 
Circuits (FPC), Rigid-Flex boards, 
Carriers, IC burn-in and testing 
service.

With the highest sales revenue, 
Unimicron is currently the top PCB 
and Carrier manufacturer in the 
world. After years of dedicated 
effort to develop new products 
and technologies, Unimicron has 
become the major supplier of HDI 
PCBs and Carriers for advanced 
mobile phones and is ranked No. 
1 in terms of mobile phone PCB 
shipments in the world.

As of 2012, the total employee 
n u m b e r s  a t  U n i m i c r o n  h a d 
reached 21,817 (Taiwan: 10,045; 
China: 11,772). We place a greater 
emphasis on innovation, R&D, 
talent cultivation, and teamwork 
spirit, provide market-oriented and 
customer centric services, and are 
committed to the enforcement of 
our CSR. In the last 10 years, we 
have experienced rapid and growth 
and are favorably recommended 
by all our customers around the 
world.

About 
Unimicron

6 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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As electronics device, becoming lighter, thinner, more multi-functionally, PCB product designing toward 
to focus on the following features : high density, small diameter, fine line process and being slimmer. 
Not only continuously satisfying customers' requirements, Unimicron also seeks to aggressively 
develop potential customers and markets. Through cultivating innovative and RD capacities and 
engaging in green commitments, Unimicron expects to lead the industry with high end HDI PCBs, 
Rigid-Flex boards, fine line  CSP, super thin substrate and embedded passive components etc.

In response to the challenging business environment, we have prudently set our 
strategies for short term, mid-term term, and long term development. On the basis 
of fulfilling our corporate social responsibilities, we are committed to more actively 
utilizing our corporate resources and quality human resources in Taiwan.  Through 
our innovation and green mindset to develop high end products and expand capacity, 
we are expecting to seize business and development opportunities in the high end 
product market to realize our vision and goals.

Vision and Mission

█ Management Philosophy

█ Unimicron's Vision

█ Unimicron's mid-term term plans for 2013 to 2015

Become a world leading company

Provide high-value-added, high quality, high productivity, innovation and service

Pursue customers, employees, shareholders satisfaction and fulfill social responsibility

Pursue Excellence, Continuous Growth

Quality First, Creative Innovation

Cheerful Attitude, Energetic Team

Outstanding Leadership, Develop Talents

Collaborative Spirit, Mutual Trust

Goals：Enhance Enterprise value by- Innovation, Breakthrough and Development of New Markets

Commitments：
• Grasp Industry Trends and Capture New Markets Opportunities

• Enhance Operation Performance through Resources Integration and Cross-Functional Cooperation

• Keep Technology Leadership by Innovation of Technology and Products Development

• Build Lean Organization and Develop Core and Key Persons

• Commit to Social Responsibility and Endeavor the Green Environment Protection
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Awards and Recognitions for 2012     .  

Category Award Description Presented by

Social 
Responsibility

Won Taoyuan County Workplace Gratitude - 
Excellent Business Award

Taoyuan County Government

Won the 2012 Taiwan Corporate Sustainability 
Report Award for Outstanding Newcomer Award

Taiwan Institute for 
Sustainable Energy Research 
Foundation

Won the ROC Industrial Engineering Awards ~ 
Industry Contribution Award

Chinese Institute of Industrial 
Engineers

Quality

The 25th National Solidarity Circle Contest
Corporate Synergy 
Development Center

Won TTQS (Training Quality Assessment System) 
Gold

Council of Labor Affairs, 
Executive Yuan

Won 2012 ANQ Recognition for Excellence in 
Quality Practice (ARE-QP) Award

Asian Network for Quality 
(ANQ)

Awarded the International Quality Association (IQA) 
Fellow

International Society for 
Quality (IQA)

STATS ChipPAC Outstanding Supplier Award STATS ChipPAC

Amkor Best Supplier Award Amkor

Safety and 
Health

Excellent Unit for Promoting Labor Safety and 
Health

Taoyuan County Government

Excellent Unit for Promoting Labor Safety and 
Health

Hsinchu Science Park 
Administration

Workplace Safety and Health Week Public Welfare 
Award

Taoyuan County Government

Safe and Health Family Public Welfare Award
Council of Labor Affairs, 
Executive Yuan

Safety and Health Improvement and Occupational 
Safety Investment Performance Excellence Award

Council of Labor Affairs, 
Executive Yuan

Environmental 
Protection

Won the 21st  Session Execut ive Yuan ROC 
Corporate Environmental Protection Award

Environmental Protection 
Agency, Executive Yuan

Won the 101 Annual Carbon Reduction Action 
Marks Merit Award for 2012 (Taoyuan Plant, 
Hsinchu Plant)

Environmental Protection 
Agency, Executive Yuan

Taoyuan County Industrial Carbon Reduction And 
Water Conservation Plan Excellent Enterprise Award

Taoyuan County Government

8 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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In response to the coming era of global carbon reduction and to implement the low 
carbon and energy conservation policy for industries, the Economic Development 
Bureau of the Taoyuan County Government started to promote the industrial carbon 
reduction and water conservation plan last year, being the first to combine the 
complementary and integrated plans of both carbon reduction and water conservation.  
This is expected to create the benefits for carbon reduction and water conservation, 
with outstanding achievements. Unimicron's Luchu Plant and Luchu Plant No. 1 
responded, and Unimicron was awarded as an excellent business by this program.

The Taoyuan County Government states that expected benefits for carbon reduction 
is 6,000 tons of CO2, equivalent to the carbon absorption of 600,000 trees and that of 
water conserved is in excess of 2.5 million tons, which is equivalent the water in 1,307 
swimming pools.  The effective cost reduction exceeds NTD. 80 million.

At the ERSO Award presented at the semiconductor industry annual seminar for 2012, 
Unimicron chairman T. J. Tseng and three others received this award, praising them for 
leading Taiwan high technology industries to shine and glow internationally.

The Wen-Yuan Pan Foundation founded the ERSO Award to commend outstanding 
industry people in the semiconductor, electronics and IC industries. The ERSO Award 
was presented to T. J. Tseng, H. C. Lu, and C. H. Huang to commend their leading 
Unimicron to become the world's No. 1 PCB company, for leading Chung-Hwa Telecom 
for bring continuous innovation in the domestic telecommuncations/communcations 
industry, and for the importance of POWER DVD in terms of its audio-visual 
applications in the ICT industry and leading an important breakthrough for the entire 
Taiwanese technology industry respectively.

Unimicron published its first CSR Report in 2012, fully and honestly disclosing our 
performance and achievements in sustainable development and fulfilling our social 
responsibilities.  As a result, we won the“Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Report Award 
for Outstanding Newcomer Award for 2012”from the Taiwan Institute for Sustainable 
Energy Research Foundation, which was another approval for our efforts in sustainable 
management.

The summary of the strengths of the CSR report by the evaluation committee is listed 
below
◆ The decision maker at the top provides a detailed explanation of the sustainability strategy.
◆ The comparability of the report is high, with explanation of the qualitative and quantitative 
    explanation, allowing stakeholders to understand the risks and impacts of sustainability.
◆ The commitment to never employ child labor and the handling of accidental hiring are 
    considered unique.
◆ This is an independent chapter explaining the prohibition of forced labor and anti-
    discrimination and employee human rights, with completeness of data and information.

█ Taiwan CSR Awards for Outstanding Newcomer Award

█ The Taoyuan County Industrial Carbon Reduction And   
      Water Conservation Plan Excellent Enterprise Award

█ 2012 ERSO Award

92012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Important Milestones

1990 .  01

2002 .  08

2007 .  09

1998 .  12

2004 .  03

        .  10

1992 .  01

        .  03

2009 .  12

1999 .  11

2005 .  11

        .  06

        .  07

1996 .  02

2003 .  12

2011 .  11

2001 .  10

2006 .  03

2012 .  08

Unimicron formally established with total capital of NTD. 180 million and rented land, 
plants, and equipment from World Wide Electronics Inc. to commence production.

After years of financial loss, reached break even point.

Established TQM Committee and started to deploy total quality management 
approach.

Listed on OTC Taiwan.

Acquired Pareto Electronics (CAYMAN) as South China Manufacturing Site.

3 in 1 consolidation with UMTC and Bestmult, renamed as Unimicron 
Technology Corp.

Listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange.

Became the Largest Chinese PCB Manufacturing Group.

Established Unimicron-FPC (Kunshan) and entered the FPC market.

Received the 16th National Quality Award from the Executive Yuan.

Build dedicated Flip Chip plant.

Awarded the 2011 Deming Application Prize (DAP).

Established Unimicron Technology (Suzhou) Corp.

Issued the first CSR Report, and passed the SGS certification for Application 
Level A+ of GRI G3.1.

Obtained indirectly 100% equity of Germany's RUWEL INTERNATIONAL GmbH.

Winner of the Asian Network for Quality (ANQ) "2012 ANQ Recognition for 
Excellence in Quality Practice (ARE-QP) Award"

Acquired Kunshan Dingxin Electronic as East china manufacturing site.
Established Unimicron (SZ) and started pilot runs.

Obtained indirectly 75% of equity of Japan's Clover Electronics Co., Ltd.
(Obtained 100% of equity in December 2012).

Became the World No. 1 PCB Company.
Merged Phoenix Precision Technology.
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Unimicron operations mainly consist of PCB, Carrier and IC testing 
SBUs. The main products and applications include：

  PCB SBU：
Manufacturing products ranging from traditional Multi-layer PCB, 
HDI, FPC, Rigid-flex board widely used in handheld devices as well 
as mobile phones consumer electronics, including tablet PCs and 
MP3 players, and as major components of networking devices, 
liquid crystal displays, PCs and peripheral devices, and laptops etc..

   Carrier SBU：
Manufacturing basic components used in IC packaging process, 
such as CSP, BGA related products within wire bonding or flip chip 
processes. Their main applications include chips used in PC/NB, 
communications, and consumer electronics etc..

   IC Testing SBU：
Conducting IC testing and burn-in processes, screening out 
defective ICs, and providing backend services in packaging and 
testing processes.

Main Products and Services

112012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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█ Organizational Chart

█ Departments and Corresponding Responsibilities

◆ Note：Please visit Unimicron's website for more updated information.

Departments Major Responsibilities

Auditing 
Office Responsible for internal auditing.

CEO Office

Exercises control over the TQM Committee, New Business Development Office, and Legal & 
Patent Office, responsible for setting the company's basic policies and management directions, 
cross department integration and review, and handling legal and patent and related matters, 
with a CEO for this office.

SH&E Office
Responsible for planning and supervision of the operations of all plants, work safety, 
environmental protection, plant expansion and promotion of green energy and related matters, 
with a vice president for this office.

Group 
Management 
Office

Coordinates and consolidates resources across all departments within the group, with a 
president for this office.

PCB SBU Responsible for PCB products manufacturing, sales, customer service, and R&D.

Carrier SBU Responsible for IC products manufacturing, sales, customer service, and R&D.

IC Test SBU Responsible for IC test and burn-in, sales, customer service, and R&D.
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█ Manufacturing Sites

Headquartered in Kwei Shan Industrial Park, Taoyuan, Unimicron currently operates nine manufacturing bases 
in the Taoyuan and Hsinchu areas. To accommodate growing business needs, Unimicron started to search for 
appropriate expansion opportunities in oversea during 1999-2006, through mergers and capacity expansions in 
new plants, we have shifted the mature PCB process and make FPC operations mainly in mainland China while 
transforming our existing process capacities in Taiwan to serve the high end markets.

Currently, Unimicron has established manufacturing sites in Shenzhen, Kunshan, and Suzhou. To rapidly respond 
to customer demands, we have set up sales offices and representative in America, Europe, and Asia. At the 
same time, in response to the future technology development in semiconductors and the requirements for 
next generation products by customers, we have set up a R&D center in Taoyuan and started to build a high 
level process plant in 2012 to satisfy the development needs for system miniaturization and high performance.  
We have expanded our R&D system and technical team to rapidly develop market applications that satisfy the 
future product requirements of our customers, to strengthen customer service capabilities and international 
competitiveness.

In addition to deployment in the Cross-Strait regions, Unimicron increased investment into UniDisplay Inc. to 
acquire control over it in 2012.  The main business items of UniDisplay are capacitive touch panel, electronic 
components manufacturing wholesale and retail sales.  In the rapidly changing and competitive industry 
environment, we hope to effectively synergize the superior products and customer groups from both 
companies, bringing about market opportunities for handheld mobile devices.  In addition, we hope to integrate 
the manufacturing resources of both companies and raise the internal advanced processes yield rates and mass 
production speed, with the expectation that an expanded manufacturing scale and size of orders can raise 
manufacturing efficiencies.  By continuing to integrate resources with our subsidiaries, we expect to provide 
more diversified products and services to global customers.

Manufacturing Sites

■ Global

■ China

■ Taiwan
Clover

RUWEL/Geldem
Germany

Hokkaido (Japan)HoHo

Shanghai

Shenzhen

Unimicron Suzhou

Unimicron-FPC Kunshan

Unimicron Kunshan

Unimicron Shenzhen

Means PCB plant
Means Carrier plant 
Means IC Test plant

Taipei
Taoyuan

HsinchuCSP Hsinfeng Plant

CSP Shanying
Plant

Hsingpong Plant

Shanying PlantLuchu PlantHerjiang Plant

FC Shanying 
Plant

FC Hsinfeng Plant

Chungyuan Plant
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Sales breakdown 
by Geography

2009 2010 2011 2012

Net Sales 43,697,055 65,047,944 66,146,973 67,490,211

Cost of Sales 36,671,561 53,259,996 55,705,648 57,709,249

Gross Profit 7,025,494 11,787,948 10,441,325 9,780,962

Operating Expenses 2,919,955 3,931,404 4,457,277 5,326,510

Operating Income 4,105,539 7,856,544 5,984,048 4,454,452

Net Non-Operating income 
and gains 802,735 913,232 1,324,113 1,119,863

Net Non-Operating expenses 
and losses 730,443 923,427 1,554,798 1,642,586

Income before Tax 4,177,831 7,846,349 5,753,363 3,931,729

Income Tax Expense 372,888 537,121 762,620 642,731

Consolidated Net Income 3,639,005 7,116,434 5,009,957 3,455,582

Total number of employees 18,258 20,697 23,420 24,608

2012 Financial Performance

In 2012, the global economy was affected by European debt crisis, the 
slow economic recovery of U.S., the presidential elections among many 
countries etc.; meanwhile ,the labor cost increasing year by year in 
mainland China, accompany with the rising price of fuel and electricity 
in Taiwan, both result in increased the production costs. With intensive 
competition of new products introduction, falling selling price due to the 
major brands gathering and capacity over expansion by competitors, 
plus N.T. dollar appreciation, all caused huge impacts on corporate 
profitability especially in the export-oriented electronics Industry.

Despite the poor macro environment, under the efforts of all members 
of our company, Unimicron's consolidated revenue reached NTD. 67.49 
billion, the highest record to date.  The consolidated net income was 
NTD. 3.45 billion.  This revenue accounted for about 4.1% of PCB output 
worldwide and ranked No. 1 among all PCB manufacturers worldwide.  

The sales breakdown by products is: Carrier: 36%, HDI 34%, PCB 21%, 
FPC 8%, and others: 1%.  The sales breakdown by application is: Carrier: 
36%, networking related products: 32%, consumer electronics: 20%, 
PC/NB related products: 12%.  The sales breakdown by geography is: 
domestic for Taiwan: 27%, exports to Asia 63%, Americas 3%, and others 
7%.

█ Consolidated Financial Performance ◆ Unit：NTD. 1,000

◆ Note 1：To present overall performance, the financial data are from the company's audited consolidated financial statements.
  ◆ Note 2：Overall staff welfare expenses will be disclosed in the CSR report starting from next year.
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◆ Note 1：Source : audited corporate financial statements.   
◆ Note 2：Share price is obtained from the Taiwan Stock Exchange Website (www.twse.com.tw/en/).

◆ Source : Market Observation Post System (http://mops.twse.com.tw/index.htm).

█ Key Financial Performance Indicators for Historical Performance

Date Reason Amount 
fined Explanation

2012/01/03

Hsinchu plant rain water 
outfall sampling did not 
comply with effluent 
standards.

Fine of 
NTD 
210,000. 

Have repaired broken anti-blocking pipelines, strengthened 
patrol and protection of key structural points in pipeline, 
lowering risks to ensure compliance with existing laws and 
regulations.

2012/11/02

Hsinchu Science Park 
Branch Office, violation 
of Occupational Safety 
and Health Act 17
Article 1, Item 1, and Act 
18, Item 1, paragraph 1 
to paragraph 4.

Fine of 
NTD 
120,000.

At Hsinchu Science Park Branch Office, labor contractor 
suffered occupational hazard of electrocution.  Amended 
hazardous operational measures:  before operations, power 
is cut of or the electricity control box is locked or labeled 
"Electricity transmission prohibited".  Amended contractor 
hiring management measures:  For co-contracting projects 
handled agreements, assign a person in charge of tasks to 
coordinate and manage the work, before entry into plant 
for operation is allowed. 

■ 2012 Fines
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Unimicron's existing system and 
management effectiveness are 
designed to be key elements 
towards sustainable development.  
O u r  g o a l s  a r e  t o  h a v e  p r o -
active and positive contribution 
and solutions for sustainable 
operations given challenge of the 
existing CSR issues globally today 
and to create value-added for 
companies, customers, and other 
related stakeholders.

To raise the level of understanding 
by our employees and related 
stakeholder s  on the  topic  of 
s u s t a i n a b i l i t y  m a n a g e m e n t , 
U n i m i c ro n's  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n 
i s  t h ro u g h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s .  
Topics that are defined under 
sustainability management include:

• Innovation Management
• Corporate Social Responsibility 
   Management
• Corporate Governance
• Ethical Management
• Risk and Business Continuity 
   Management

Sustainability 
Management

16 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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█ Number of Patent Applications
We place a greater emphasis on intellectual property rights and highly respect existing technologies 
adopted in the industry. We encourage our R&D engineers to aggressively innovate and develop 
proprietary technologies to establish internal technology to become the leading company in the 
industry.

In terms of patent numbers and quality, we are related ahead in the industry. As of 2012, we have 
applied for 2,172 patents worldwide, 1,168 patents have been awarded. We plan to keep our world 
leading technology position in both PCB and Carrier products.

To ensure our products' world leading position, we collaborate closely with our world class material and 
equipment suppliers to adopt high performance materials and state of art equipment in the new product 
development process. Meanwhile, we have teamed up with world class research institutes and academic 
communities (including the Industrial Technology Research Institute and the Institute of Microelectronics 
in Singapore) both in Taiwan and oversea areas to jointly develop new products and technologies. To 
facilitate technology exchange, we maintain positive interactions with a number of renowned domestic and 
international universities and set up postgraduate programs to accumulate R&D talents. As for industrial 
aspect, we have cooperated with the peers in Japan and the US to develop innovative products to meet 
market trends and customer needs as well as earning trust from customers and ensured their satisfaction.

We continue to pursue R&D and have been granted tax exemptions, investment tax credits, and subsidies 
from the government and subsidies for academia-industry cooperation programs. In 2012, the total amount 
of financial support we received from the government topped NTD 364.12 million.

Innovation Management

Innovation and R & D investment (by consolidated report)

U n i t 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 2
Research and development expenses Million (NTD) 1,170 1,440 1,564

Total Revenue Million (NTD) 65,048 66,147 67,490

Ratio % 1.8% 2.2% 2.3%

It is rooted in our faith that only through continuously accumulating 
and improving human resources, equipment, capital, and other R&D 
prerequisites we can maintain our technical capacities, cultivate our 
technology and innovation capacity, and ultimately satisfy the needs 
of all our customers around the world. Thus, armed with strategies to 
strive locally in Taiwan and deploy globally, we have set up R&D centers 
in Taoyuan and Hsinchu. Besides introducing state of art equipment 
and recruiting brilliant RD talent, we have also committed large R&D 
resources. Currently, we invest about 2%~2.5% of our annual revenue in R&D related activities.
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◆ Note：The above data is only an unaudited estimate, and the tax exemption calculated for the income 
tax filed on May 31, 2013 is based on the actual amount of grants and tax credits received.

█ Total Subsidies Granted by the Government in 2012 ◆ Unit：NT 1,000 dollars

No Category Relevant Law(s) and/or Program(s) Amount

1 R&D activity Act for Industrial Innovation. 19,039

2 Equipment

Regulations Governing Application of Tax Credit Incentive 
for Investments in Purchasing Equipment or Technology by 
Internet Enterprises, Manufacturing Enterprises, and Technical 
Service Enterprises.

15,709

Regulations for Encouraging Manufacturing Enterprises and 
Technical Service Enterprises in Newly Emerging, Important, 
and Strategic Industries.

328,102

3

Academia-
industry 
cooperation 
program

The Hsinfeng Plant and Chung Hua University jointly applied 
for grant from the academia-industry cooperation program 
with "Application of High Cooper Pillar on Package-ON-
Package Technology" from the Science Park Administration.

1,275

18 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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◆ Note：The above information is based reporting of the actual income tax declarations for 2012.

◆ Unit：NTD

Item Amount that can be 
deducted

Specializing in the research and development work full-time staff 
salaries. (including previous annual bonuses) 16,178,140

Exclusively for the expendable research equipment, raw materials, 
materials and sample fees of research and development unit 2,729,629 

Commissioning domestic colleges and universities or research 
institutions research or hiring full-time teachers colleges and 
universities or research institutions research personnel costs

322,500

Less : Government grants (191,250)

Total 19,039,019

(2) 2012 Equipment Investment Tax Credits and Bonus Items

(1) 2012 Tax Deductible Items and Amount for R&D 

(3) 2012 Academia-Industry Cooperation Program Grant Item

According to the investment tax credit measures of the " 
Regulations Governing Application of Tax Credit Incentive for 
Investments in Purchasing Equipment or Technology by Internet 
Enterprises, Manufacturing Enterprises, and Technical Service 
Enterprises", the amount of equipment tax credit that can be 
applied for equipment is NTD 15.709 million for 2012.  
The amount that conforms to "Regulations for Encouraging 
Manufacturing Enterprises and Technical Service Enterprises in 
Newly Emerging, Important, and Strategic Industries" is NTD 
1.93 billion for 2012, and the tax reduced is NTD 328.102 
million. The above information is based reporting of the actual 
income tax declarations for 2012.

Based on the Act for Industrial Innovation, the tax deductible items and amount for R&D expenditure 
for investment tax credits are：

The Hsinfeng Plant and Chung Hua University jointly applied 
for grant from the academia-industry cooperation program 
with "Application of High Cooper Pillar on Package-ON-
Package Technology" from the Science Park Administration.  
This program was done in collaboration with Chung Hua 

University, and the applied grant amounted to NTD 2.55 
million. The grant subsidized personnel costs, and have 
received NTD 1.275 million for each of 2011 and 2012.
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As a world class supplier in the PCB and Carrier industry, Unimicron is influenced by trends of change in 
population structure, urbanization, climate change, and globalization.  These issues have revolutionized 
the rules of the game for global supply chains and definitely impacted our businesses and operations. 
We understand that these issues may contain new market opportunities while imposing significant 
risks in the influencing of industrial development in the future, and so, we must manage and adopt 
corresponding measures in our overall strategic framework from long term and systematic perspectives.

To achieve this goal, we established the Unimicron Corporate Social Responsibility Management 
Subcommittee in October, 2010. The subcommittee consists of top management as advisors and 
high level managers in charge of committee operations. This is a significant milestone to Unimicron. 
With the basis thinking of mitigating the negative impacts, the committee has developed a set of 
operational guidelines focusing on major CSR issues. Reducing the risks and maximizing development 
opportunities for our collaborations with stakeholders.

Corporate Social Responsibility Management

Carrier SBU PCB SBU Corporate Corporate Corporate Corporate CorporateCorporate Corporate

█ Organization and Responsibility of Unimicron's CSR Management Committee

Director-General 

Ben Wei Liao, VP
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Subcommittee Responsibilities

Corporate Governance 
Subcommittee

Provide professional advice and accurate information to 
relevant departments.

Enhance moral and legal awareness to reduce corporate 
risks.

Establish investment evaluation process.

Investor information disclosure and communication.

Employee, Supplier & Social 
Relationship Subcommittee

Develop employee development and management 
policies.

Establish related policy to build up relations with 
suppliers and communities.

Set up and manage communication channels with 
stakeholders.

Environmental Safety & Health 
Subcommittee

Develop on environmental protection health and safety 
policy.

Integrate management mechanisms.

Review and revision of performance indicators.

Promote reduction of greenhouse gas and other energy-
saving projects.

Promote green production and process reduction 
activities.

Occupational health management promotion program.
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Aspects CSR Issues 2012 Goals Current 
Status Achievements and Descriptions

Economics

Corporate 
Governance

Modify regulations and 
conduct improvement 
projects based on EICC 
standards

● 

• Establish internal CSR auditing system.
• Modify supplier management SOP.
• Strengthen working hour monitoring 
mechanisms and systems.

Customer 
Relations

Customer CSR Audit and 
Counseling ● 

• Conducted CSR audits either through 
documents or on-site investigation to: 23 
customers in Taiwan, 4  customers in South China, 
9 customers in East China.

Code of 
Conduct

Enforce CSR and provide 
online training in code of 
conduct

◎ • A total of 2,009 employees in Taiwan have 
completed training and passed the tests.

Risk 
Management

Require suppliers to sign 
Business Ethics and Social 
Responsibility Compliance 
Recognizance

◎
• A total of 169 suppliers have signed the 
acknowledgement and, in 2012, all suppliers will 
be required to sign.

Audit suppliers’ 
compliance status on CSR 
agendas

◎
• 6 strategic suppliers have completed self-
assessment and four suppliers have completed 
field audits.

Supplier's participation in 
EICC training ● 

• 459 suppliers have participated in training 
through supplier conferences and the 
management platform.

Society

Labor 
Relations

Add employee health 
enhancement activities ● 

• 652 employees have received services from blind 
masseurs, for a total of 985.2 hours accumulated.

• A total of 75 employees have participated in 
the health and fitness management program and 
total weight lost reached 123.6 Kg.

Occupational 
Health and 
Safety

Implement ESH training 
and education courses ● 

• New recruits are provided with 3 hours of 
training and a total of 2,100 employees have 
participated in training in 2012.

• Offered environmental and safety courses 
based on laws and annual plans, and a total of 
1,459 employees attended.

Labor Rights
Strengthen mechanisms for 
employee to express their 
concerns

● 

• Amended and added the anonymous reporting 
mechanism to the sexual harassment grievance 
regulation/ procedures.
• 87% response rate in the employee satisfaction 
survey (1,910 employees, a 50% growth) and 
satisfaction reached 72%.
• 539 recommendations and complaints from 
employees through various channels.

Social 
Participation

Employee participation in 
charity events ◎

• Donated 647 bags of blood.
• Sponsor the Shoushan Senior High School 
Baseball Team in Gueishan township, Taoyuan (5 
years' program with funding and scholarship of 
NTD 1.8 million total (NTD. 360,000 per year).

Environment

Energy and 
Resource 
Management

Conduct Projects to reduce 
carbon emission ● • Reduced carbon emission by 56,228 tons/year 

with enforced initiatives.

Plant trees to reduce 
carbon ● • Planted 1,620 camphor trees across all sites and 

continue to track the progress of their growth.

Pollution 
Prevention

Reduce liquid waste and 
solid waste ● • Reduced 318 tons of waste generated per year, 

compared to the previous year.

Increase metal recycling ● • Increased copper recycled per year by 82.9 tons, 
compared to the previous year.

Green 
Operations

Promote Green 
Procurement ◎ • Published policies of green procurement and 

prohibited the use of conflict metals.

● Fully accomplished    ◎ Partially accomplished    ○ Not accomplished

█ 2012 Major Achievements
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Unimicron has established a special task force 
u n d e r  t h e  C S R  M a n a g e m e n t  C o m m i t te e  to 
implement CSR related init iat ives .  This  task 
force comprises specialists from the Investor 
Relat ions,  Human Resource,  EH&S,  Mater ia l 
Management, and Customer Service departments.

Unimicron's stakeholders include employees, 
suppliers, customers, shareholders and investors, 
government departments, communities, and NGOs. 
They are identified by this task force according to 
their relevancy to Unimicron and industrial practices. 
To properly address their needs, we have adopted 
the six major principles outlined in AA1000 SES 
(V.2011): stakeholders' responsibility, influence,   
dependency, proximity, representation, and policy 
intent, to define and confirm our stakeholders.  
Based on those criteria, we concluded that our 2012key stakeholders are: employees, customers, 
government, shareholders, and investors.

Unimicron's stakeholders include shareholders, investors, employees, customers, suppliers, community, 
government, and so forth.  For issues that they care about, there should be a corresponding department and 
channel to instant communications and processing.  Organized below is a list of them:

The six major identification principles of the AA1000 SES are used :     
1. Responsibility : The legal, economical, and management responsibilities that the company has to this 
class of stakeholder now or in the future.
2. Influence : Stakeholders who are influential or have decision making powers.
3. Proximity : Refers to the stakeholder with the most or having a long term relationship.
4. Dependency : Refers to stakeholder that either directly or indirectly depend on the activities and 
management of the company.
5. Representation : Refers to the ability to legally represent a certain individual either by regulations, 
customs, or culture.
6. Policy and Strategic intent : Refers to the stakeholder (individual or institution) that can either directly 
or indirectly provide warning for new problems or business risks on the company's policy and strategy.

■ Stakeholder Identification

Stakeholder Responsibility Influence Proximity Dependency Representation
Policy and 
Strategic 

Intent
Total

Employees 4 4 4 4 4 4 24

Customers 4 4 4 2 4 4 22

Suppliers 4 2 4 4 4 2 20

Community 2 2 2 2 4 0 12

Government 4 4 4 2 4 4 22

NGO 0 0 2 2 4 2 10

Shareholder 4 0 2 4 2 2 14

Investors 4 2 2 2 4 4 18

01 Key CSR Issues and Management
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After identifying key stakeholders, we conducted online and paper questionnaire surveys to conclude key 
issues concerning. Then defined the 2011 Unimicron CSR concerned issues Matrix and proposed the actions, 
core themes revealed in our daily operations and annual plans. Some of the key issues achieved through 
cross-functional corporation.

■ Questionnaire return status

Employees Customers Suppliers /
Contractors

Academic 
institution

Job
seeker NGO Shareholder /

Investor
Community 
and others 

Copies 380 6 5 5 5 2 1 3

Issues Level of concern 
(number of ticks chosen)

Economic Aspect Low Mid-
term High

Corporate 
Governance 27 196 184

Risk Management 32 174 201

Customer 
Relationship 17 153 237

Innovation and 
R&D 20 153 234

Supplier 
Management 37 199 171

Issues Level of concern 
(number of ticks chosen)

Societal Aspect Low Mid-
term High

Societal 
participation 33 202 172

Occupational Safety 
and Health 16 141 250

Development 
of talent and 
Educational 
Training

13 128 266

Management and 
Labor Relationships 11 135 261

Labor rights 13 147 247

Salary, wages, and 
benefits 13 125 269

Other Issues of Concerns

1. Pollution of chemical products.

2. Operations and performance of related 
     firms.
3. Comparison of welfare and profitability of 
     company with those in the same industry.
4. Short-term and mid-term-term future of 
     the company's operating plan.
5. Great first attempt look forward to the 
     2012 edition.
6. Include more internal and external (comp-
     etitors, best practice benchmarking).

7. Lack of staff sports facilities.

8. Conduct more two-way communications      
     between senior management and 
     employees.
9. Advance notice of annual leave, year-end 
     bonus payment method.

10. Junior level staff training and promotion.

Issues  Level of concern 
(number of ticks chosen)

Environmental 
Aspect Low Mid-

term High

Greenhouse gas 
emission 34 211 162

Environmental 
Management 24 181 202

Product Liability 25 176 206

Energy Resource 
Management 30 188 189

Water Resource 
Management 29 197 181
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In terms of our communication and 
interactions with our stakeholders, 
we have adopted different interfaces 
and channels to communicate with 
our stakeholders, assess their needs 
and expectations of Unimicron and 
carefully gather and evaluate their 
feedback as references to formulate 
our CSR policies and action plans. 
F o r  t h e  i s s u e s  c o n c e r n i n g  o u r 
stakeholders, we have appointed specific 
departments as contact windows and 
set up corresponding departments 
and channels to engage in instant 
communication and provide responses 
for our stakeholders.

■ 2012 Unimicron CSR Key Issues Matrix
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Stakeholder Category Communication Channels Communication 
frequency

Shareholder/
Investor

Individual Shareholders

• Annual general meeting
• Quarterly analyst meetings
• Quarter/ annual financial summaries
• Responses to telephone or email inquiries and requests
• Postings on official website

• Once a year
• Four times a year
• Four times a year
• From time to time, at 
   any time
• From time to time, at 
   any time

Institutional Shareholders

• Quarterly investor conference
• Local and international investment forums
• Meetings or phone contacts with investment institutes
• International road shows

• Four times a year
• 8 times in 2012
• From time to time
• once in 2012

Board of directors

• Quarterly board meetings
• Audit report
• 2011 Internal Control Declaration
• Compensation Committee

• 6 times in 2012
• Regularly
• Regularly
• Twice in 2012

Customer -

• Audits
• Sales meetings
• Customer satisfaction surveys
• Technical seminars
• EICC/CSR Audits

• Regularly
• Regularly
• Regularly
• From time to time
• Regularly

Employee -

• Direct supervisors
• Dedicated HR staff
• Company website
• Company bulletin boards
• Opinion mailbox for employees
• Employee seminars/regular labor forum
• Employee satisfaction surveys
• Monthly meetings at each plant
• Appropriate channels for employee grievances
• Welfare committees and employee clubs
• Functional committees
• Themed activities
• Training courses and policy promotion meetings

• From time to time, at 
   any time
• From time to time, at 
   any time
• From time to time
• From time to time
• From time to time
• From time to time
• Once a year
• Regularly
• From time to time, at 
   any time
• From time to time
• Regularly
• From time to time
• From time to time

Supplier -

• Regular supplier meetings
• Regular audits, evaluations, and assistance
• Channel for supplier complaints
• Technology seminar
• Horizontally expanded projects
• Supplier management platform
• Supplier training

• Regularly
• Regularly
• From time to time, 
   continually
• From time to time
• From time to time
• Regularly
• Regularly

Government

• Taiwan Printed Circuit Association
• Taiwan Electrical and Electronic 
   Manufacturers' Association (TEEMA)
• Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC)
• Environmental protection authorities
• Council of Labor Affairs

• Official documents
• Responses to inquiries and supplementary information
• Disclosed information and relevant reports as required by 
   authorities

• From time to time
• From time to time
• From time to time

NPO - • Credit Rating
• Information Disclosure Appraisal

• Once a year
• Once a year

02 Stakeholder Management and Communication
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■  Chairman T. J. Tseng's External TQM Activities in 2012

Date Event Organizer

2012.3.30 Total Quality Management Seminar Tamkang University

2012.8.2 Won the Excellence Award for Quality 
ICT Practices (ARE-QP) Asian Network Quality (ANQ)

2012.11.9 Excellence in Strategy Development 
Workshop CEMA Workshop

2012.11.20 Promote Lean Management Training 
Course ( Ⅱ ) National Tsing Hua University

2012.11.23 2012 Annual Symposium - Breakthrough 
Innovation in Search of Excellence

Association of Quality 
Managers (AQM)
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Unit : person Directors ( Include independent directors ) Supervisors
Under 30 years old 0 0

30 – 50 years old 6 2

Above 50 years old 3 1

According to the Rules and Procedures of Board of Directors Meetings, board meetings are held at 
least once each quarter to thoroughly review corporate performance and analyze strategies for our 
future development. Currently, Mr. T. J. Tseng is the chairman and he also serves as the Chief Executive 
Officer in the company. This arrangement, on one hand, allows the Board of Directors to gain a deep 
understanding into key corporate issues, and on the other hand, to ensure strategies implemented by 
the management team. Board members are highly disciplined, and when a conflict of interest exists for 
a member, the member will excuse themselves from the discussion and voting. Their attendance and 
self-improvement details are disclosed in the Annual Report for external investors and shareholders to 
fully understand the operations of the board.

Corporate Governance

Since the establishment of Unimicron, we operate on the basis of the six principles defined in the 
Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles of TSEC/GTSM Listed Companies for corporate 
governance. The main contents are listed below :

      • Establish an effective organizational structure for corporate governance

      • Ensure shareholders' rights

      • Strengthen functions of the board of directors

      • Exercise supervisor power

      • Respect the rights and interests of stakeholders

 • Raise the level of information transparency

The Board of Directors is comprised of nine directors (1 female director, 1 independent female director) 
and includes three independent directors to oversee corporate operations and protect the lawful 
rights of all shareholders. With professional backgrounds in business management, finance, science 
and engineering, and psychology, the directors are highly respected for their professional experience 
and their previous positions, including experts in atomic energy and vacuum science, psychologists, 
chief financial officers of listed companies and managers in the high-tech industry. Empowered by 
their rich and diverse background and professional expertise, the directors can provide professional 
recommendations from different perspectives for us to carry out corporate governance more effectively.
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To better assist the Board to evaluate compensation policies and employee benefit programs, 
Unimicron established the Compensation Committee in 2011. Currently, there are three members in the 
committee. To ensure its independence and objectivity, all three members (independent directors) are 
granted voting rights.

Two meetings were held in 2012, in which the compensation of directors and supervisors, annual wage 
increase level, and profit sharing for managers was discussed.  The average attendance rate for the 
two meetings was 83%.  The details of the composition and background of each member and their 
attendance details are disclosed in the Annual Report for external investors and shareholders to fully 
understand the operations of the compensation committee.

The Board of Directors consists of three distinguished supervisors with extensive experience in financial 
tax management and they are knowledgeable about corporate finance laws and regulations. Their 
responsibilities include supervising the execution of business operations, regularly reviewing audit 
reports provided by the auditing office, providing appropriate recommendations, and attending board 
meetings to understand board operations.

Additionally, to prevent liability and financial loss caused by litigation brought up by shareholders 
against directors and supervisors as they undertake their responsibilities, Unimicron started to purchase 
liability insurance for them since 2003 to protect the rights of supervisors.

To thoroughly review and assess the validity of the internal auditing system, performance and efficiency 
of operations, reliability of financial reports and status of regulatory compliance, we have set an internal 
auditing mechanism for the Board, and managers of the auditing office will attain Board meetings to 
report on the result of annual audits. This will ensure that the system continues to function properly and 
corrective measures as recommended can be enforced across all departments and subsidiaries on a 
timely manner.

The score of internal audits covers the following frameworks: 1. Environmental control;  2. 
Risk assessment;  3. Control procedure;  4. Information and communication; and  5. 
Supervision, and they are expanded to include operation procedures for the following functions 
covered in the nine major transaction cycles: sales, collection, procurement, production, payroll, 
financing, fixed asset, investment, computer, and R&D. Internal audits are enforced based on an 
auditing plan formulated according to annual risks that Unimicron is exposed to and include routine 
audits, periodic audits, and project based audits.

Auditing personnel will set up auditing procedures and conduct field investigations in accordance 
with audit tasks and schedules outlined in the annual audit plans. After the audits are completed, the 
auditing personnel will compile an audit report, communicate with managers of audited departments 
and set up improvement plans and scheduled completion dates if necessary to continuously track 
the progress of corrections and ensure that corrective measures are thoroughly enforced. A total of 
53 audits were carried out in 2012 as shown in the following table. For all violations audited, we have 
followed up and rechecked on their progress on a quarterly basis until they were 100% corrected.

█ Compensation Committee

█ The Supervisor System

█ Internal Audit

Environmental 
control Risk assessment Control procedure Information and 

communication Supervision
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■ 2012 Internal Audit Results

■ Education and Training to Prevent Insider Trading

■ The Use of Electronic Voting

Operation 
Frequency (Note) Tasks

Once per month Engage in derivative products transaction.

Once per quarter Extension of monetary loans to others, or endorsements or Guarantees for 
others.

Once per year

1. Management procedures for transactions conducted by related parties.
2. Supervision and management procedures of subsidiaries.
3. Compliance status and management procedures of board meetings.
4. Management procedures for operation of compensation committee.
5. Management procedure for prevention of insider trading.
6. Compliance audit for applications of IFRS, procedures, making 

professional accounting judgments and changes of accounting principles 
and estimate management.

7. Control on security of information flow.
8. Sales and collection cycle.
9. Procurement and disbursement cycle and other operational cycles.

Total violations 
audited in 2012 : 11

Compile tracking reports each quarter until violations are completely 
rectified; the improvement ratio is 100%.

To respond to the insider trading prohibition and to regulate the exchanges of equity by TSE-listed 
company insiders based on the Securities Exchange Act established by the Taiwan Stock Exchange and 
to prevent violations by Unimicron related personnel or insiders because of unfamiliarity with the laws 
or being unaware and violated related laws leading to penalties and fines by the regulatory agency, 
we established the standard operation procedure of "Insider Trading Prohibition and the Promotion of 
Standards regarding the stock transactions of TSE-listed company insiders Operating Procedure".  This 
procedure is regularly promoted in the expectation that those who are related can understand the legal 
standards and comply with it.

To comply with the notification by the Financial Supervisory Commission on "TSE-listed and Gretai-
listed companies reaching the scale of paid-in capital of NTD. 10 billion or more and has number of 
sharehold' meeting", we started to use electronic voting in our 2012 annual shareholders' meeting.  The 
percentage of outstanding shares that voted electronically amounted to 27.93%, which is 33.93% of the 
attending shareholders.

In 2014, we will re-elect our directors and supervisors.  To ensure that electronic voting will go smoothly, 
we are planning to amend our company's article of incorporation and the "The Procedures for Electing 
Directors and Supervisors" so that candidates are nominated for director and supervisor positions 
to raise the level of willingness to participate and vote by shareholders and to ensure and protect 
shareholders' rights.

Each quarter, we regularly hold investor conference to release consolidated financial results, operational 
performance and provide future prospects, through posting relevant data on the website at Market 
Observation Post System for reference. We also attend various investor conferences every year and 
visit foreign investors in face to face communications to listen to their strategic recommendations. 
Additionally, we work with the Securities & Futures Information Center (Taiwan) for their review of 
information transparency and disclosure status on public companies in Taiwan. The five evaluation 
categories are including "Compliance with Mandatory Disclosures", "Predictability", "Timeliness",  
"Annual Report", and "Web Site". We have received an A rating for the past 8 years. In the Ninth and 
Tenth session, because of adjustment in the categories of the evaluations (the categories evaluated 
increased from five to seven), our information disclosure evaluation received an A- rating. 

In addition, for the IFRS scheduled to be adopted in 2013, we establish a taskforce in charge of setting 
up corresponding plans and implementation. We continue to focus on any amendment in schedule to 
ensure our disclosure is in full compliance with regulatory.

█ Information Transparency
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• Anticorruption provisions are introduced in the orientation for new employees and related clause included in 
the employment agreement.

• Conduct integrity surveys and employment status of employees and their relatives at Unimicron, suppliers, 
and competitors. In September of each year, all employees holding an engineering or managerial or higher 
position are subject to this survey. The report is submitted for review by the Group Management Office, 
President, CEO and Chairman, and subsequent actions will be taken based on the reviews. In 2012, 2,358 
employees were screened and the completion rate was 100%.

• Managers or higher level employees are required to sign the Employee Integrity Regulation and Compliance 
Agreement each year.

• All suppliers are required to sign "Acknowledgement Statement of Business Ethics and Social Responsibility 
Compliance" to commit to meet all requirements on anti-bribery and social responsibility practices. Any 
supplier who violates the rules will be removed from our supplier list.

To realize our vision as a world leading company, employees are Unimicron's most valuable assets. In 
addition to professional skills, we pay more attention to integrity. Thus, we have set an anticorruption 
provisions and Code of Conduct, and specifically established rules on recruiting the relatives of our 
employees and for our suppliers.

Respect for human rights, intellectual property protection, preventing the improper transfer of benefits 
so as not to harm the interests of company, customers and suppliers are our priority. All our employees 
are required to comply and we will also adopt the follow initiatives to ensure that the rules are properly 
enforced to avoid infringement of shareholders and corporate interests.

Ethical Management

Unimicron established the Code of Conduct and the "Employee Code of Ethics Guidelines" and disclosed "Following 
High Ethical and Moral Standards" in dedicated sections of the CSR report.  Each year, related integrity surveys are 
conducted at each unit regularly and then submitted to the CEO and Chairman.  Our company establishes related 
Code of Conducts that specifies the rights and responsibilities of each unit, the content of the operations, the conduct 
guidelines, and the rewards and punishments and it is countersigned by the heads of each unit as a company's 
standard operating procedure.  Relevant provisions are included in the employment agreement of employees and are 
a required course for new employees.

In addition, we strictly forbid employees to accept and ask for commissions, rebates, gifts, gifts, entertainment or 
other similar benefits from the company's competitors, suppliers or other business related external parties.  Without 
the consent or approval from the company's top management, employees are forbidden to use company resources 
to provide political contributions or other donations for any public office candidates.

In September each year, the integrity surveys and employment status of employees and their relatives at Unimicron, 
suppliers, and competitors are conducted, where all employees holding an engineering or managerial or higher 
position are subject to this survey.  The report is submitted for review by the Group Management Office, President, 
CEO and Chairman, and subsequent actions will be taken based on the reviews. In 2012, 2,358 employees were 
screened and the completion rate was 100%.

■ Unimicron's Integrity Management Code Comparison Table

■ Training on Anti-Trust Laws
As business environments become more globalized and many countries 
have promulgated laws to regulate the market, we are increasingly 
exposed to the risks of anti-trust laws. To avoid possible violation of these 
laws due to ignorance or unfamiliarity, we have hosted anti-trust law 
workshops once a year from 2010 and the presence of all sales and high 
level managers at the workshops is required.  To increase the training rate, 
we plan to offer online training courses for employees on business trips 
or at oversea plants to participate through the E-learning platform from 
2012. Meanwhile, we have included related regulations and articles of anti-
trust laws in the Code of Conduct.
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Item Implementation Status
I.   Establishing Integrity Management Policies and Methods

1)  Clearly stating integrity management 
policies in the Articles of Incorporation 
and Documents Available to Public, and 
the Implementation of Commitment by 
Board of Directors and Management.
2) Setting up Programs that Prevent 
Unethical Conducts and the Programs 
for Operational Procedures, Conduct 
Guidelines, and Educational Training
3) Setting up Programs that Prevent 
Unethical Conducts including business 
activities with higher risks for unethical 
conducts, prevention of giving or 
receiving bribes, and providing illegal 
political contributions.

1) Our company established the“Code of Conduct”and“Employee Code of Ethics 
Guidelines), and in our CSR Report, have a dedicated section on Following High Ethical 
and Moral Standards".  There are annual reviews and surveys regarding code of conduct 
that are reported by each unit and then submitted to the CEO and Chairman.
2) Our company establishes related Code of Conducts that specifies the rights and 
responsibilities of each unit, the content of the operations, the conduct guidelines, 
and the rewards and punishments and it is countersigned by the heads of each unit as 
a company's standard operating procedure.  Relevant provisions are included in the 
employment agreement of employees and are a required course for new employees.
3) Our company strictly forbids employees to accept and ask for commissions, rebates, 
gifts, entertainment or other similar benefits from the company's competitors, suppliers 
or other business related external parties.  Without the consent or approval from the 
company's top management, employees are forbidden to use company resources to 
provide political contributions or other donations for any public office candidates.

II.   Implementing Integrity Management

1) Avoidance of transacting with 
parties with unethical conducts and the 
stating of integrity practices in business 
contracts.
2) Implementation corporate integrity 
management full time (part-time) 
positions and monitoring by board of 
directors.
3) Setting up policies preventing conflict 
of interests and providing appropriate 
channels for declaration.
4) Implementing an effective accounting 
system consistent with integrity 
management, operations of internal 
audit system, and audit status by 
internal auditors.

1) Our company uses an open and objective standard to select our collaborative 
partners.  The standard includes quality, price, reliability, honesty, morality, business 
ethics, and so forth.  Suppliers are required to sign an agreement on integrity and 
honesty.  Suppliers violating the agreement are eliminated from the supplier list upon 
check and confirmation.
2) In September each year, the integrity surveys and employment status of employees 
and their relatives at Unimicron, suppliers, and competitors are conducted, where all 
employees holding an engineering or managerial or higher position are subject to this 
survey.  The report is submitted for review by the Group Management Office, President, 
CEO and Chairman, and subsequent actions will be taken based on the reviews. In 2012, 
2,358 employees were screened and the completion rate was 100%.
3) Our company strictly forbids employees from using company resources and 
professional relationships for personal benefits and expects employees above a certain 
level to honestly report situations where conflict of interest occurs.  The directors are 
held to high standard of self-discipline.  If there are motions related to one's self interest, 
they are reclused from such situations to uphold the principles of avoiding conflict of 
interests.
4) To ensure that financial information are correct, all staff related to implementation 
should uphold the conviction of integrity, honesty, and ethical conduct to avoid any 
conflict of interest situation personally or professionally.  They are to provide true 
and accurate information.  The internal audit system has established a controlled 
environment with related regulations, and internal auditors regularly review the related 
mechanism and implementation status.

III. Establishing reporting channels 
and disciplinary actions for violations 
of integrity management regulations 
and operations of the appeal system

For employees who violate the Code of Conduct, the details of the punishments are 
disclosed on the company's internal website, including related content on the violations 
and their respective punishments.  If employees discover others who violate the code, 
they should report it to suitable personnel.  The company is not to disclose the name of 
the informant and will appoint a task force to investigate.

 IV. Strengthening Information Disclosure

1) Company website disclosing 
information regarding integrity 
management.
2) Other information disclosure channels 
(e.g. maintaining an English-language 
website, designating people to handle 
information collection and disclosure for 
placing on website, etc.).

1) The company website discloses the content of "Following High Ethical and Moral 
Standards" and discloses the implementation of integrity management in the annual 
report according to regulations. 
2) The company website discloses both Chinese and English version of the CSR report, 
and the company assigns dedicated personnel to be in charge of and update related 
content. 

V. The divergence from the“Public Company Integrity Management Guidelines”and reasons for them:  None

VI. Other important information helpful to understanding the implementing of integrity management (such 
as the declaration to business partners on the resolve and policies by company towards integrity management 
and invitation to participate in educational training and discussing amendments to the company's integrity 
management guidelines):
To ensure that suppliers understand and fulfill related integrity management clauses, the company conducts "EICC educational 
training".  Before the audit, we will strengthen communications and educational training; with the establishment of complete 
and related documents, strengthen internal and external communications and promotions.  Also, we hold the Supplier EICC 
Promotional Conference to communicate with our suppliers.  In terms of implementation, we ask our suppliers to follow the 
requirements of the EICC and related laws and regulations by first doing a self-assessment before doing on-site audit.  For those 
who fail, they are requested to set up an improvement plan.  If they fail a second audit and review, they will be disqualified as a 
supplier to our company. 

Company Implementing Integrity Management and Actions Taken
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Uncertainties Preventive Measures Response Plans

Single 
Customer

•  VIP & Strategic Accounts 
•  4 Window Analysis 
•  Product Profile Management

SBU President leading the 
Implementation Team.

Single Plant •  Multiple Plants 
•  Multiple Geographic Locations

SBU President leading the 
Implementation Team.

Cash Flow
•  Long/Short Term Bank Loan 
•  Capital Investment Management
•  Receivable/Payable Control

VP of Finances leading the 
Implementation Team.

Single 
Supplier

•  Multiple Suppliers 
•  Alternative Materials 
•  Safety Inventory 
•  Pull-in System
•  Smooth Communication 
    Channels

GMO President leading the Response 
Team
• VP of Material Management
• VP of Operations / Production 
   Management / Quality Management
• VP of Sales 
• Supplier (VP or above)

Natural 
Disasters

•  SH&E Policy 
•  Fire/Earthquake Drill 
•  Government Regulation of 
    Infectious Diseases
•  Information Sharing

GMO President leading the Response 
Team
• VP of SH&E 
• Director of HR
• VP of Operations

To manage risks in a comprehensive manner, Unimicron has extended the scope of risk management 
to cover all services offered and activities undertaken by/taking place at all plant sites with the main 
purpose being that Unimicron hopes, through precautionary assessments, continuously staying vigilant, 
monitoring factors and traces that are likely to change (including predictable and unpredictable risks), 
and adopting systematic control mechanisms, then Unimicron will eliminate possible risk factors.

For those uncertain risk factors, we have formed a response team to formulate beforehand the 
feasible response measures that will ensure effective communication of risk signals to increase their 
transparency, to stably attain our business goals, to maintain sustainable operations, and increase 
corporate values for Unimicron.

Risk and Business Continuity Management

Risk Management Flow Char t and Mechanism
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To avoid the suspension of supply caused by the 311 Japan Earthquake in 2011, Unimicron started to 
contemplate and build a more complete "Business Continuity Management Mechanism"  that listed all 
risks and proceeded with a complete assessment.  The company started to build a "Business Continuity 
SOP" and derived an implementation measures at the second level, actively certifying secondary 
suppliers and through internal and external collaborations, ensure that business and operations are not 
interrupted.

To avoid contingencies or unpredictable accidents and consequently, interrupted business operations, 
financial liability or other risks, Unimicron has purchased insurance to circumvent risks.

Currently we have purchased a number of insurance policies including property insurance, business 
interruption insurance, engineering Insurance, marine insurance, and fire insurance. For property 
insurance and business interruption insurance in particular, during the policy period, we will be 
reimbursed / compensated by insurers for all property loss or damages incurred due to unpredictable 
disasters or accidents.

As for loss of profit due to business interruptions, the insurers are liable for the balance up to the lost 
gross profit (minus non-continuing expenses) during the interruption period. Engineering insurance is 
purchased to ensure sufficient coverage over capital purchases until purchased equipments become 
fully operational at our plants (from the time equipment is delivered, installed, to the point they pass 
the acceptance test). Marine insurance is chosen to ensure that for all cargo related issues and loss 
occurred during the transportation process, we can be compensated to transfer risks, to minimize our 
losses and protect the interests of our property during the transportation process.

█ Establishing Business Continuity Management Mechanism

Unimicron Business Continuity Management Philosophy
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First Level Assurance Second Level Assurance

Whole Company Business Continuity 
Program Operational Procedure -

Human Resources Business Continuity 
Program Operational Procedure

Infectious Diseases Emergency Response 
Operational Measures

Material Management Business Continuity 
Program Operational Procedure -

Information Technology Business Continuity 
Program Operational Procedure

IT major incident risk management 
operations

Information Technology Equipment Room 
Management Practices

GMO President leading the Response Team
• VP of SH&E 
• Director of HR
• VP of Operations

SH&E Business Continuity Program 
Operational Procedure -
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Environmental 
Sustainability

36 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Unimicron officially included the environmental sustainability development strategy into our 
management system to precisely track dynamic environmental issues such as climate change, 
improving resource efficiency, and controlling pollutant emissions. We expect to fulfill our commitment 
to environmental sustainability through our routine operations to alleviate the impacts of production 
activities on environments, to contribute to the society development and quality life, to win the trust of 
our society, and to take the sustainable development to the next level.

Sustainable Environment

We are committed to all green actions, conserving resources, enforcing pollution prevention measures, 
and building a safe and comfortable working environment. With sustainability and environmental 
development as our long term goal, we have set the following ESH policies:

1. Abide by government regulations and customers' requirements. Build a safe and comfortable working 
environment.

2. Educate all employees and relevant stakeholders the mutual responsibilities of treasuring natural 
resources and meeting the safety goal of "zero incident".

3. Employees have sufficient time and adequate resources to participate in the operation of health and 
safety management systems in order to achieve the purpose of full participation and consultation 
purposes.

4. Practice continuous improvement. Prevention of pollution, injury and unhealthy factors to reduce risk 
management cost.

5. Voluntarily enforce GHG (Green House Gas) inventory audit, control, and reduction. Promote material 
reduction, recycling and reuse.

6. Establish and maintain the management and operation systems for environmental protection and 
occupational safety and hygiene. and to improve the environmental and occupational health and 
safety performance.

7. Open to the public.

01 Environmental Safety & Health Policy

■ 2012 to 2020 Direction of Development

Tree Planting / River Remediation → Plants Factories Ecological Restoration →
Green Ecological Park

Internal Environmental Training Seminar → Upstream and Downstream Environmental  
Protection Seminar → Environmental Protection Promotional Education

Carbon Reduction → Green Factory → Zero Emissions of Pollution

Green 
Ecology 

Green 
Humanities

Green 
Competitiveness

To deliver our promise on environment sustainability, we have deployed a highly effective 
environmental management approach with clearly defined responsibilities. Since the first plant 
established in 1990, we have factored in all possible impacts of our production activities on the 
environment as well as relevant risks into plant designs. To enforce environmental management 
through our diary operational activities and reduce 
operational risks through operational standardization, 
we have deployed the ISO14001 standard and acquired 
relevant certificates in 1998. To continually implement 
environmental friendly management, we have started 
to introduce management systems and their validation 
such as the ISO14064-1 greenhouse gas examination, 
PAS2050 product carbon footprint examination, and 
the WFN product water footprint examination system. 
In addition, we conduct internal management reviews 
and external audits on a yearly basis to verify the result 
of implementation and earn the trust of our customers.
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■ Management Mechanism

At Unimicron, the basic policies regarding environment sustainability affairs are set by the Environment, 
Health & Safety Subcommittee under the CSR Management Committee chaired by the CEO. Based 
on each department's responsibilities and relevant functional units we set up plant affairs, safety and 
environmental planning, and plant establishment units. We expect that through stringent management 
mechanisms, all employees can follow the PDCA cycle to carry out environmental and sustainable 
actions in both administrative and operational perspectives.

 

Unit Responsibilities

Plant-level manufacturing 
units/production dept.

￭ Energy and resource conservation operation.
￭ Collaboration with environmental protection systems.

Plant design unit ￭ Planning for environmental protection needs across all sites.

Facility unit
￭ Plant operation management.
￭ Environmental system management.
￭ Energy and resource conservation operations.

Workplace safety & 
Environment planning

￭ Environmental protection/internal control on safety risk.
￭ Supervision and planning on energy, and resource conservation.
￭ Environmental safety and health management planning.

Unimicron's Organization Framework and 
Responsibility for Sustainable Development Affair
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To properly design environmental sustainable projects, we have established mid and long term 
environmental sustainability goals as the basis on which we carry out all action plans and set goals for 
all environmental issues. Starting from perfecting the environmental and energy management systems, 
we expect to gradually advance toward low pollution and high energy efficiency and finally achieve the 
ultimate goals of environmental sustainability – environmental symbiosis, and zero pollution.

Mid-Term and Long-Term Environmental Sustainability Goals

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Issues
2012 Targets Outcomes and explanation

Energy, 
resource 
management

The implementation of 
energy-saving projects to 
reduce carbon emissions.

Overall carbon reduction of about 56,228 
CO2 tons.

Promotion of vegetation 
factories to reduce pollution. Vegetation factories demonstration plant.

Pollution 
Prevention

Membrane filter reduction 
and slag generation.

Membrane filter reduction and slag 
generation compared with previous year 
318 tons/year.

Enhance the amount of 
copper recovery.

Increase the amount of copper recovery 
compared with previous year
82.9 tons/year.

Green 
Operations 

Promoting green 
procurement.

Announcement of green procurement and 
banning use of conflict metals.

2012 Targets and Outcomes
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After the Kyoto Protocol was signed in 1997, it is clear 
that climate change and impact caused by emitted 
GHG gases are critical issues facing all countries and 
enterprises on earth. Alerted by unusual weather 
conditions in Taiwan in recent years, Unimicron has 
realized that GHG emitted from the use of energy will 
contribute to global climate change and seriously impact 
and influence our environment and ecology.

Based on the above awareness and our commitment to 
environmental sustainability, we have coordinated our 
internal departments and partners in the supply chain 
with the needs of our global client to actively conduct 
reviews on and manage energy and resource inventory 
and engage in all GHG reduction initiatives. In 2010, we 
have been invited by TCPA to establish Product Category 
Rules (PCR) for the PCB industry and contribute to the 
initiative of carbon reduction for the industry.

02 Energy and Climate Change

40 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Due to the concerns of the climate changes resulted from global warming and the rise of price in 
fossil energy, every nation around the world has been activating energy conservation measures, which 
bringing in the demands for green consumptions to the international market. Many international 
enterprises have conducted green procurement regulations to request their supply chains to comply 
with the green market demands.  When encountering the impacts of Low-Carbon Economy, energy 
cost reduction andGHG emission management have become the necessary strategy for enterprise 
sustainability.

In 2013, Unimicron applied for "Energy Management System Counseling Projectfor Manufacturing 
Industry" held by Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs with Luchu Plant II. With 
the counseling team composed of energy technology service organizations and energy management 
system counseling organizations, we were provided with energy consumption diagnosis and energy 
conservation technical supports to accomplish the establishment of Energy Management System; and 
furthermore awarded ISO50001 Energy Management System Certificate by an objective Third Party.

Energy Management System is aimed to provide a necessary operational structure with regulations 
and methods for the organizations and enterprises to follow. Under the circumstances of not affecting 
the current operations, we aim to upgrade our energy consumption efficiency to the optimum state 
complying with the operational strategies and goals,supported by PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Action) 
mechanism to carry out theconstant improvements on energy consumptions. With reductions of 
energy costs and GHG emissions, we hope to achieve the goals of enterprise sustainability and eco-
friendly environment.

█ Introducing Energy Management System
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All the Unimicron plants have been carrying out the overall energy and resource management and 
under the watch of the "Energy Saving and Carbon Reduction Subcommittee", implemented energy 
conservation and carbon reduction projects across all relevant departments and green office initiatives. 
We expect the carbon reduction strategies to be carried out by all of our employees, from the bottom 
to the top and from the manufacturing processes to plant-wide operations.

■ 2012 GHG Emissions Inventory

In  2012, the total GHG Emissions from Unimicron reached 380,542.95t- CO2e, which was lower than the 
2011 figure of 439,235.89t- CO2e at a reduction rate of 13%.

According to our GHG Inventory investigation result, electricity purchased externally is the primary 
source of GHG Emissions and thus, our GHG reduction strategy was implemented with the emphasis on 
management of electricity consumption and electricity conservation.

GHG emissions

◆ Note：Inventory Investigation Base Year is set to be the first year of Inventory Investigation 
for the whole Group in Taiwan region- 2010.

█ Energy and Resource Management

                                                                 Year 
Scope 2010 2011 2012

GHG emissions (Scope 1), Tons of CO2e 12,239.77 13,439.07 14,112.30

GHG emissions (Scope 2), Tons of CO2e 388,061.99 425,796.82 366,430.65

GHG emissions (Scope 32), Tons of CO2e NA NA NA

Scope1 GHG gases included
CO2  , CH4 

N2O  , HFCs
CO2 CH4

Scope2 GHG gases included CO2 CO2 CO2

Scope3 GHG gases included NA NA NA

Biomass Emissions(Scope 1), Tons of CO2e 31.55 45.57 31.47

Biomass Emissions(Scope 3), Tons of CO2e NA NA NA

Base Year Emissions(Scope1), 
Tons of CO2e ( year:2010 ) 12,239.77

Base Year Emissions (Scope2), 
Tons of CO2e ( year:2010 ) 388,061.99

Base Year Emissions (Scope3), 
Tons of CO2e ( year:2010 ) NA

Significant Threshold 3% 3% 3%

Standards and Methodology ISO14064-1& 
GHG protocol

ISO14064-1& 
GHG protocol

ISO14064-1& 
GHG protocol

Emission Factor Source IPCC1996 IPCC1996 IPCC1996

Operational Control / Financial 
Control(Scope 1 and Scope 2)

Operational 
Control

Operational 
Control

Operational 
Control
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GHG Emissions Intensity

Power Consumption

Power Consumption

Index Unit 2010 2011 2012

Power 
Consumed 1000 KWH ／ year 633580.77 695186.84 680,408.24

Eco-efficiency 
Ratio

Annual revenue in NTD. 
1million ／ power consumed 0.079 0.071 0.065

Revenue for 
the Year NTD 1million ／ year 50,124 49,081 44,428

◆ Note 1：The increase of power consumed was resulted from the constructions of Luchu Plant new buildings during 2011-2012 and 
   Shanying Plant new buildings during 2011-2012.
◆ Note 2：The revisions of power consumptions in 2010 and 2011 are based on the reductions of the dormitory power consumptions.
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Diesel Fuel Consumptio

Heavy Oil  Consumption

Index Unit 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Diesel Fuel 
Consumed Kiloliter ／ year 960 1,262 1,366 1,686.17

Eco-efficiency 
Ratio

Annual revenue in NTD 1million
／ Diesel Fuel Consumed 35 40 36 26

Index Unit 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Heavy Oil 
Consumed Kiloliter ／ year 249 836 1,008 1,223.76

Eco-efficiency 
Ratio

Annual revenue in NTD. 
1million ／ Heavy oil Consumed 　133 60 49 36

Since 99% of energy used in Taiwan is imported and international fuel prices have 
been growing steadily in recent years, it is foreseeable that the energy price (oil and 
electricity) will increase. Unimicron believes that energy conservation not only can 
alleviate greenhouse effects but also effectively boost production efficiency and lower 
production costs.

Therefore, we have proactively implemented energy conservation initiatives across all 
sites; such as waste heat recycleof manufacturing machinery, water and power saving 
equipment for man-machine interfaces, and improvement projects on chillers and air 
compressors' energy conservations. It is aimed to increase energy efficiency and green 
energy power capacity (such as waste gas wind power generation and solar energy 
generation) to reduce grid operation power consumptions.

■ Energy Utilization and Conservation Performance

█ Energy Conservation Initiatives

◆ Note 1：Because plant information systems were consolidated in 2010, Hsinchu site is not covered in the statistics of corresponding year.
◆ Note 2：The revisions of power consumptions in 2010 and 2011 are based on the reductions of the dormitory power consumptions.

Plant 2010 2011 2012 

Power saved for the plant 
(KWH) 13,804,200 18,645,665 28,848,843.11

Total power consumed 
(KWH) 410,440,755 695,186.84 680,408,242.1

% Electricity conserved 3% 3% 4%
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Energy Conservation 
Category Project KWH (1000) 

Saved / year
CO2 Reduced 

(ton) Percentage

Behavior Improvement 42 15,879 8,511 55%

Equipment Improvement 65 11,925 6,392 41%

Process Improvement 7 1,045 560 4%

Total 114 28,849 15,463 100%

We have set up a wind power generator driving 
system in the R&D Building, which utilizes the gas 
emitted from the exhaust tower and recycles it for 
power generation. This invention not only helps to 
reduce energy consumption, but also got patented 
in 2012. 

Wind power generator functions by spinning the 
blades with gas flows to convert wind power into 
electricity power. Since the blades are spun by 
gas flows, the aero performance of the blades are 
having decisive impacts on the wind power output 
performance. The applications of aeronautic 
technology has helped to improve the wind power 
generator's output efficiency in recent years.

We have set up a wind power generator driving 
system on the top of the exhaust tower and 
recycled the waste gas for power generation. 
In 2012,we had built two sets of wind power 
generators with larger power (2 KW) in the new 
plant building (S3). With the application of the new 
ducting hose design, the wind speed of the exhaust 
has been optimized as twice as the original, which 
not only provides the activating energy the wind 
power shades require, but also accelerate the 
spinning speed to optimize the power generation 
efficiency. 

When building new plants in the future, we will 
also bring in the waste gas wind power generators 
to optimize power generation efficiency and 
effectively realize the effect of energy conservation 
and carbon reduction.

Waste gas wind power generation

In  2012,  we implemented 114  energy  conser vat ion projects  on 
manufacturing process improvement,  equipment energy efficiency 
maximization and operational  behavior improvement and saved a 
total  of 288.5 mil l ion KWH of power.
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Regarding water resources, our conservation philosophy is 3R : "Reduction, Recycle and Reuse". 
Currently, we rely on running water as our primary water source and partially on groundwater. With all 
water conservation measures enforced, we have gradually increased the percentages of water recycle 
and reuse.

Water Consumption

Unimicron Product: V03117, Total Water Footprint during the life cycle: 3.27 M3/ every piece 
of rigid-flex board. According to IPCC Report, it estimates that the global population suffering 
from water deficit will reach to 400-1700 millions in 2020; while in 2050, there will be 2 thousand 
millions of people have no access to water at all. The average annual precipitation is 90 thousand 
millions, while the population is 23 millions. The water utilization rate is less than 20%, ranking at 
18th water deficit country in the world. Therefore, water resource preservation has become one 
of the important tasks here in Taiwan. 

Unimicron had introduced Product Water Footprint Calculation in 2012, hoping to reduce the 
risk of water resource shortage by applying these water resource records as future reference for 
water resource planning. Unimicron was awarded with inventory investigation certificate on 2nd 
Oct. 2012. 

The purposes of Product Water Footprint Calculation :

◆  To understand Unimicron product virtual water resource consumption status during life cycle, 
to help the top management realize the water resource consumption of the product and its 
impacts on environment, and to improve the water conservation control in manufacturing phase. 

◆  To understand Unimicron supply chains virtual water resource consumption status, and to 
provide the venders the opportunity to improve water conservation during life cycle. 

◆  To self-manifest with this report and use it as the communication media among government, 
clients and other stakeholders.

Product Water Footprint Calculations 2012

03 Water Conservation Initiatives

Item Unit 2009 2010 2011 2012

Running water 
consumed m3 ／ year 2,043,664 3,008,575 8,753,148 6,615,467

Total water reduced, 
recycled, and reused 1,000 liter ／ year 180,868 111,923 303,633 1,090,289

Water reduced, 
recycled, and reused 
as a percentage of 
water consumed

% 8.85 3.72 3.47 8.41

Eco-efficiency Ratio
Annual revenue (in 

NTD. 1 million) / total 
water consumed

0.016 0.017 0.006 0.007

◆ Note：Because the plant information systems were consolidated from 2009 
to 2010, Hsinchu site is not covered in the statistics of corresponding years.
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Unimicron appreciates the rare water resource and realize that running water comes from 
expensive and complicated treatment process. Therefore, Unimicron has achieved conservation 
and efficiency of water resource by applying rainwater collection to replace some of the running 
water consumption. Rainwater collection and application provide multifunction such as easy 
access to water resource, conservation of wastewater and water resource deployment, whereas 
the collection tanks can also provide the advantages of flood detention, flood storage, disaster 
prevention, and landscaping. 

Before 2012, Unimicron had owned two 20-ton rainwater collection tanks, mainly used for 
landscape plants watering. Now, we have increased one 150-ton tank and one 50-ton tank, served 
for landscape plants watering, toilets flushing and fire water storage. It is estimated to save 506 m3 
water with Carbon reduction of 0.1 ton-CO2e/ year.

█ Rain Recycle

     A.  Green water footprint :
               Referring to water consumption of rainwater contained in soils. 
           (Includingevapotranspiration)

     B.  Blue water footprint :
               Referring to water resource of the ground or underground 
           water used for productions or service.

     C.  Gray/grey water footprint :
               Referring to the water consumption for diluting waste water to 
           the extent of acceptable quality standards.

Unit Green 
Water

Blue 
Water

Grey 
Water Total Unit Percentage

Raw material phase 0.00 2.74 0.39 3.13 m3/pc 95.64%

Manufacturing phase 0.00 0.03 0.11 0.14 m3/pc 4.36%

Total Water Footprint 0.00 2.77 0.50 3.27 m3/pc 100.00%

Water footprints include Green, Blue and Grey Water footprints, where grey water 
footprint referring to the consumption status for virtual water resource.

Strategies of Rain Recycle

1. By taking the differences of elevation heights and converting potential energy to kinetic energy, 
    rainwater is exhausted straight down to the rain channels to save the pumping power.  

2. Rainwater collection had been taken into consideration at the early stage of building new plants 
    by using large roof tops for rainwater collection and storage (two tanks 150+50 tons).
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In terms of wastewater treatment, we adopt the chemical coagulation and diffluent methods to lower/
reduce the chemical oxygen demand (COD) and heavy metal content in wastewater.

To reduce the possibility of wastewater pollution, chemical consumption in the chemical coagulation 
process and to improve the performance of wastewater discharge controls, we have invested NTD. 750 
million in 2009 to build a biological treatment center to reduce total wastewater emitted.

In the future, we will emphasize exceeding the regulatory requirements instead of complying with them. 
In order to more effectively mitigate environmental impacts and meet future environmental standards, 
we plan to replace or add more effective equipment to existing infrastructure in a phased manner, 
such as electro less copper systems or a biological treatment center to effectively improve wastewater 
treatment performance.

Biological Treatment Center

To more effectively protect the environment and reduce 
environmental loading, we constructed a 4 floor biological 
treatment center where we perform the reductionof the COD 
of wastewater with biological treatment methods.

After operations at this biological treatment center started, 
the COD and cooper ion in the effluent were both 50% lower 
than the effluent threshold as of the end of 2012. Moreover, 
we have set a biological indicator, Yuruyi Goldfish, in front of 
the effluent tank of the biological treatment center and water 
quality monitoring log sheet to exhibit our effluent treatment 
status in real time.

█ Wastewater Treatment
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Current Status：
Focusing on the features of 5530 waste liquids from Printed Circuit Board Manufacturing 
Industry as high COD pollution and difficulty in cleansing with wastewater treatment.

Goals：
To reduce the burden on waste liquid treatment and to apply it as the nutrient source for 
microorganism cultivation.

Selection of superior culture: selecting the superior cultures with BAF, such asvorticella, ciliate 
and Epistylis; with rotifer as its eumetazoa when the water is in normal load criteria. 

Cultivation conditions：
1. Carbon source (nutrition source)：applying 5530 heavy concentration waste liquid diluted 
with water exhaust as daily cultivation carbon source.

1-1. Carbon source supplement：
Food to Microorganism ratio 0.2-0.4 kg BOD/kg MLSS-day, as F/M=Q×BOD/V×MLSS；in 
which Q= wastewater input (ton/day), BOD= water input BOD concentration (mg/l), 5530 heavy 
concentration waste liquid BOD/COD ratio multiplied with 0.5, V= volume of aeration tank (ton), 
MLSS= concentration of mixed liquor suspended solids (mg/l).

Merits：
1. Direct merit ─ conservation of construction cost；successful establishment of microorganism 
     cultivation.
2. Direct merit ─ conservation of operation and waste liquid treatment cost；successful 
     cultivation of bacteria cultivated by 5530 waste liquid as nutrient source.

5530 Waste Liquid Features and the Treatment Technology
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Besides regulatory compliance to install all pollution prevention equipment to prevent pollution, 
Unimicron has factored in possible environmental impacts and work related risks generated from 
production activities in the early plant designs. After completing thorough assessments, we have 
invested in relevant systems including the wastewater collection and treatment system, air pollution and 
control equipment, central acid supply systems. In 2012, we even conducted R&D and improvements 
on the patented pollution prevention equipment and technologies such as dust control washing 
tower, gas-liquid separation equipment and liquid waste disposal. Besides the above improvements 
on equipment and technology, we have focused on the establishment of all relevant SOPs to minimize 
human errors caused by unfamiliarity with operational procedures with devastating consequences to 
the environment.

1. The SH&E department will conduct self-tests and monitor performance of air pollution and 
wastewater equipment on a daily basis and has set a small lab to research and analyze wastewater 
quality for further improvement.

2. Based on regulatory requirements, the SH&E departments will outsource the water quality test once 
each quarter and water pollution test once every five years.

3. The wastewater diffluent process was adopted to adequately process wastewater from all 
manufacturing processes and trained and qualified staff members are specially appointed to 
manage and operate the systems to comply with the effluent standards.

In 2010, we designed a pollution reduction blueprint for the next ten years and have implemented 
all pollution prevention projects and enforced relevant measures accordingly. All of our pollution 
prevention systems adopted a satellite based design and waste is first collected through conduits and 
treated with equipment at the plants. Dangerous gases are first cooled off and washed with water by 
onsite equipment near the manufacturing process areas to lower their concentration levels before they 
are transported to other pollution prevention facilities for subsequent treatment processes.

Control and Monitor

Pollution Prevention Blueprint

04 Pollution Prevention and Control
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Besides basic air pollution and prevention facilities, Unimicron further focuses 
on relevant R&D activities to ramp up air pollution prevention efficiency 
and has filed for patent applications. Unimicron will use the machine to 
drill the hole while making the products and will produce a large amount of 
particulate. In the past, the way we treat and collect the particulate is dust 
filter collector; however, it is not the best dealing way because the noise 
results in the cleaning procedure may have a bad impact on the living quality 
of resident nearby and replacement cost for dust filters is high as well.

For those reasons, we actively R&D and design new type dust scrubbers to 
reduce the noise pollution and the operation cost and improve the removal 
particulate for waste. We apply hydromechanics principle to R&D the new 
comprehensive dust scrubbers that combined the functions with both cyclone 
particulate collectors and scrubbers. The design is for the need of 120CMM/
air flow drilling machine, which is not only an effective treatment but meet 
Emissions standard from Stationary pollution Sources particle of Environment 
Protection Law and the requirement of environment noise.

The particulate will enter from the entrance and then goes 
into the scrubbers in the tangent line direction. The larger 
particle will hit the inner wall of cylinder by the Effect of 
Centrifugal Force and drop to the particulate collecting drain 
because of gravity action. Moreover, the cleaner gas will go 
to the entrance of air stream by the buoyancy effect and mix 
with the detergent from top to do the inertial impact and 
attain the effect of the second phase, particulate removal.

Performance

1.  According to the SGS test result, the new equipment has similar removal efficiency likethe dust  filter 
collector (reached 99.97%) and its pressure loss is nomarklyincreased as well.
2.  The development obtains a patent in 2012.

Comprehensive dust scrubbers

Air Pollution Prevention 
performance Unit 2009 2010 2011 2012

NOx emitted Kg / year 2,429.98 7,634.15 15,478.5 16233.59

SOx emitted Kg / year 1,149.65 4,432.31 8,504.02 13031.05

VOC emitted Kg / year 0 0 0 0

█ Air Pollution Prevention and Control
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◆ Note 1 : 2010 scope: Taoyuan site, 2011, 2012 scope: Taoyuan and Hsinchu sites.
◆ Note 2 : We modify the 2010 and 2011 scopes because we change the category judgment in some General and hazard industrial 

wastes (such as cement copper, MEK waste liquid, etc.) and add the amount of waste in the sub-factories to it.

Description Classification Process Unit 2010 2011 2012

General industrial 
waste EPA 
Declaration code : 
category D, E and R

Reusable

Processed by 
methods other than 
theincineration 
and burial methods.

ton/year 9,403 24,687 24,460

Non-reusable
Processed with 
incineration and burial 
methods.

ton/year 1,967 3,653 2,346

Subtotal 11,370 28,340 26,806

Hazard industrial 
waste EPA 
Declaration code : 
category A, B and C

Reusable

Processed by methods 
other than the 
incineration and burial 
methods.

ton/year 10,974 17,986 18,654

Non-reusable
Processed with 
incineration and burial 
methods.

ton/year 398 1,060 362

Subtotal 11,372 19,046 19,016

Total 22,742 47,386 45,822

In terms of waste management, we focus on quality and quantity balance as our top guideline to divide 
our industrial waste into 126  categories and among them, 115 are reusable waste and total weight is 
45,822 tons. 

We also implemented reduction projects, including reduction for ordinary garbage and recycling of 
palladium and copper. Our reuse rate has been increased from 89% in 2009 to 94% in 2012.

Waste Management Performance Analysis

I t e m 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 2

Total annual waste (ton) 22,742 47,386 45,822

The amount of Processing with 
incineration and burial method (ton) 2,365 4,713 2,708

TThe Proportion of Processing with 
incineration and burial method 10.4% 9.9% 5.9%

Reusable waste (ton) 20,377 42,672 43,114

Reusable Proportion 89.6% 90.1% 94.1%

Reusable Quantity and Proportion Increased Each Year

◆ Note：2010 scope: Taoyuan site, 2011-2012 scope : Taoyuan and Hsinchu sites.

05 Waste Management
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Waste Reusing Trend

532012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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We believe that environmental actions should start from our employees and gradually promoted to 
outside parties and the employees play an important role in sustainability promotion activity. Unimicron 
encourages employee to give the environment responsibility into their care and fulfill the goal of 
environment sustainability by the concrete actions.

1.  All the staffs and stockholders involve in it.

2.  In coordination with company policy, we promote the zero -disaster and low pollution environment.

3.  Have clear topic and create high-quality SH&E culture.

4.  Proclaim the outstanding units and personnel.

5.  Offer the best practical level to all the facilities in Unimicron.

6.  Brainstorming contest creates the benchmarking.

7.  The President leads the executive managers to take full part in.

The Features of SH&E Month in Unimicron

█ The Abundant SH&E Month Event

06 Interior Environment

To encourage the employees to participate in the safe health and environment protection events, improve 
the knowledge of disaster prevention and environment and develop the SH&E culture to the employees, 
we have held the events for the SH&E month regularly in every third season of the year. The coverage area 
is included the international brand and until 2012, it have promoted for 9 years since 2004. Recently, the 
"SH&E Month", "Cost Month", "Quality Month" are now three thematic events in Unimicron. The employees 
participate in those abundant events and acknowledge the activity contents. Each year, the group will 
design a topic by SWOT analysis to analyze the items that the group needs to strengthen on in the SH&E 
field and then promote it in the lively way. The way to start up the SH&E month is on the basis of the 
topic, each factory will drive the promotion events relate to the improvement of SH&E work in the way of 
declaration, promotion, guidance, education training, etc. for the workplace safety enhance environmental 
manipulation. We will recognize the suitable improvement performance in a series of events and formulate 
the management standard for SH&E. Then, it will carry it out to all the facilities in Unimicron to expect to 
promote the SH&E level and awareness of employees.

Each year, the group will designate a topic by SWOT analysis to analyze the items that the group needs to 
strengthen on in the SH&E field and then promote it in the lively way. The way to start up the SH&E month 
is on the basis of the topic, each factory will drive the promotion events relate to the improvement of SH&E 
work in the way of declaration, promotion, guidance, education training, etc. for the work place safety 
enhancement and environmental manipulation. We will recognize the suitable improvement performance 
in a series of events and formulate the management standard for SH&E. Then, it will carry it out to all the 
facilities in Unimicron to expect to promote the SH&E level and awareness of employees. 
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We strive to reduce paper consumption and actively implement a paperless office. In 2010, we 
have established six e-systems to reduce paper usage. In 2011-2012, we have added an e-system 
to computerize our sales returns and allowances processes and two e-systems to computerize the 
approval workflow.

The Followings are Unimicron 2012 Green Initiatives

Initiatives

Paper saved (sheets)

2010 2011 2012

E-quote system 900 2,250 2,323

Customer credit investigation field added to 
the customer database and e-countersigning 
system for line of credit approval

530 590 360

Contract countersigning system 1,407 583 475

E-Fax 864 900 792

Petition scanning and saving system 3,010 5,760 4,200

Computerized the sales return and allowance 
process 3,600 6,300 6,552

Computerized the sales return and allowance 
process 0 3,240 756

Risk management system - Approval workflow 
system 0 0 1,380

Total 10,311 19,623 16,838

█ Paperless Office
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★  Saved 120 trips X 10km per trip X 12 months X 0.1 L/km = 1,440 L

To reduce GHG emissions and offer convenient transportation services for employees, we have 
introduced the carpooling initiative for employees to share a ride on their business trips and prepared 7 
company vehicles for employees from the Taoyuan and Hsinchu sites to visit the Zaoqiao in Miao Li, 
Er-mei in Hsinchu and Taoyuan areas. In 2012, about 600 employees used this service to reduced GHG 
emission; we have saved 710,470 tons CO2e/ year.

Since 2012, we encouraged our employees to coordinate their business trips or meeting schedules to 
share rides and reduce carbon emission as a result. Additionally, we have deployed a remote search 
system and allowed employees to search for needed information without coming back to the office. 
This initiatives has saved 1,440 L ★ gasoline.

To promote energy saving and carbon reduction, we have initiated carbon reducing tree planting events 
within the company two years in a row. We planted autumn maple trees in 2010 and camphor trees in 
2011. All trees were cultivated from their seeds and were planted throughout Taiwan plant sites.

To develop the Yang Mei Ecological Park, we have started to plant the needle pin trees as the base of 
environment protection based forestation. Other than promote and plant the tree in the factory, after 
they mature, trees are transferred to supplier and they are invited to join the event with us. Until the end 
of 2012, a total of 25,333 trees have been planted and will continue to make the factories green with 
the plants onwards.

The performance of Tree planting

Year Target of 
trees planted

Trees actually
planted Tree species Details

2010 10,000 13,703 Autumn
Maple Tree Set up tree planting areas at all plant sites.

2011 10,000 10,030 Camphor
Tree

Distribute seeds to plant sites and all plant 
employees are mobilized to plant the seeds 
and maintain the grown trees.

2012
2,000 1600 Needle Pin 

Tree
Plant in the Yangmei Ecological Park as the 
base of Environment protection.

20 20 Sakura The president leads the executive managers 
to plant the Sakura in the Shanying site.

█ Carpooling

█ Tree Planting Event
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◆ Note : The environmental accounting coding guidelines are defined at the end of 2012 and based on 
the Environmental Accounting Guideline published by the Environmental Protection Administration, 
Executive Yuan, and the process has been computerized; the upstream and downstream cost, social 

activity cost, and research and development cost are added into the coding guideline.

Adopting the Environmental Accounting Guideline published by the Environmental Protection 
Administration, Executive Yuan, Unimicron has set up environmental accounting codes and 
the following six categories are included (as illustrated in the diagram below): operation cost, 
management cost, research and development cost, restoration cost, social activity cost, and 
upstream and downstream cost (as showed in the following.)

With environmental accounting data as the reference for us to make environmental decisions 
and systematically analyze the relationship between costs and benefits, we can gain a deep 
understanding into investment distribution and their implication to improve our investment 
strategies.

Environmental Accounting

2009-2012 Environmental Expenditure

Category ( year / million ) 2009 2010 2011 2012

Operation Cost 48 130 200 487

Management Cost 82 93 232 299

Restoration Cost 0.08 0.52 55 13

Upstream and downstream Cost 0 0 0.4 4

Social Activity Cost 0 0.22 0.6 3

Research and Development Cost 0 0 0 180

Total 130 224 487 986
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Despite stringent environment protection measures, we still received wastewater tickets. In 
addition to honestly disclosing this information on the Market Observation Post System, we 
have conducted extensive reviews on the overall wastewater pollution prevention system. After 
improvement ,the water quality is stable and 30% higher than the effluent standard required by 
law.

Environmental Protection Fines

Item 2010 2011 2012

Significant Fines (million / year) 1.03 0.6 0.21

Total number of significant spills and spillage 0 0 0

Improvement Details

Readiness of 
treatment
facilities and 
equipment

1. Offer training for wastewater collection, diffluent, and onsite discharging operations.
2. Deploy control system and set up relevant parameters for high concentration 
     wastewater.
3. Repair and optimize equipment with total expenditure at about 3.3 million.

Operator
professionalism

1. Reform labor structure and provide job training.
2. Improve wastewater treatment plants and enhance ventilation performance for the 
    central area.
3. Host job hand over meetings for the morning and night shifts to enhance 
    communications and experience sharing.

Daily control index Set up internal control indexes such as PH control for the front end systems 
and test the water quality every four hours to adjust the dosage.

Contingency 
measures

Set up a wastewater reflux mechanism to repeat the treatment process and 
activate the mechanism under abnormal operating conditions.

Set biological
monitoring pond at 
the effluent gate

Raise the Tilapias, Mosquito fish, and Guppies in the effluent ecological pond 
as biological observatory indicators.

Construct internal
control mechanism

Test effluent at treatment plants periodically and set up reward and 
punishment programs.

Set biological monitoring pond at the effluent gate.
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To supply high quality and environmental friendly products to our customers around the world, our 
material procurement guideline is focused on environmental friendliness as its key consideration. 
Besides necessary raw materials to maintain the quality of our products, we choose only environmental 
friendly raw materials to alleviate the impact of our manufacturing process on the environment.

The Fulfillment of Products Liability

Unimicron established the Green Material Committee based on the QC080000 (HSPM) system, and 
set up HSF quality policies and goals. We enforce our source control of HSF products from suppliers to 
manufacture green products that meet EU regulations (such as RoHS) and customer requirements.

Under the procurement guidelines for purchasing green raw materials, all materials purchased in 2011 
that are directly relevant to environment qualities , such as Copper Clad Laminate, Prepreg, FCCL, 
Copper Foil, and Ink are 100% green raw materials that meet the HSF goal set by our customers.

Green Product Milestones

01 Mitigate Impact of Raw Material on Environment
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To ensure the workplace for Electronic Industry supply chain is safe, give respect to the employees and 
the right to work, Unimicron implements the labor, health and safety standard and the code of business 
ethic in the EICC as well as encourage the supplier to undertake more social and environmental 
responsibility with us.

In 2012, we start to inspect whether or not our EICC meet the standard. Recently, we have audited 7 
direct material suppliers (base material and important chemicals), which has 70% of a total completing 
rate. For those who don't meet the audit or fall behind the situation, we will ask them to give the 
improvement plan. In future, we will provide the EICC education training and counseling to the suppliers 
based on their auditing situations and do the EICC together.

To meet the International environmental law and the green procurement customers required, 
Unimicron has drawn up the list of hazardous substances and its reduction plan to control the material 
procurement and the usage of production so that the finished product will be green products that meet 
the trend of environmental protection. 

In the R&D phase of production and self-made product, Unimicron takes "the List of Hazardous 
Substances" as the material choosing based, continuously devotes ourselves to fulfill our goal in using 
As-free green product and not to purchase and use As.

Contribution to Reduce the Hazardous Substances

We apply hazardous material As to the product related to copper foil in the PCB Business. 
However, In the SVHC list announced by the ECHA, As2O3 and arsenic oxide are the compound 
of As so we plan to deploy the requirement arsenic free in 2013 to fulfill the promise of zero-
hazardous material and response to the future environmental trend on our own.

In response to the future environmental trend and the environment protection requested by 
customers, in 2012, Unimicron has deployed to use the Cobalt dichloride free humidity indicator 
cards and desiccant due to that ECHA has announced in its SVHC list that the humidity indicator 
cards and humidity indicator in the desiccant contain Cobalt dichloride.

Deployed arsenic free material in PCB

Cobalt chloride use is prohibited in the PCB business

02 Implementation of EICC
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Take prevention and prudent as base and actively communicate with suppliers via HSF promotion 
conferences, we implement the concept of prevention is better than cure. To provide the awareness 
and risk management concepts to the suppliers, other than the relevant inspection to HSF, in 2012, our 
procurement department as well as invite the suppliers to having the meeting with us to talk face to 
face. There are total of 27 suppliers attended the meeting and our communication issues included :

Communicate with Suppliers via HSF Promotion Conferences

1. The Managing Requirement for Hazardous Material in Unimicron.

2. The Description of Unimicron HSF Management.

3. The Supplier Engineering Change Notice.

4. The Requirement for XRF Test and Outgoing Inspection Report.
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Since the exploitation process of precious metals, such as cassiterite, wolframite, coltan, gold, from 
Democratic Republic of Congo and neighboring regions have caused many serious human rights and 
environmental issues, and those metals are known as conflict minerals. The majority of those minerals 
eventually wind up in consumer electronic devices such as cell phone, portable music players, and 
computers. 

With this in mind, Unimicron has included "Commitment to manufacturing a conflict-free product" in its 
supplier management policy and work with our customers to ensure that those conflict minerals are not 
used in our products.

We promise not to use conflict metals extracted illegally by workers in poor working conditions and 
require our suppliers to fulfill their CSRs, ensure the source of Co, Au, Pd, Ta, Sn and W used in their 
products are not from "conflict areas" or "blood area", and urge them to pass this message to their 
upstream suppliers.

In 2012, we conducted the Conflict Metal survey to the suppliers, asked the metal suppliers to sign up 
letter of commitment (ex: business ethics, social responsibilities / the promise and statement on without 
using illegal raw material and non-infringement action) and offer the certificate of origin with the copy 
attachment to us. Until the end of 2012, the percentage of suppliers who signed letter of commitments 
reached 100%.

Additionally, we fulfill our promise in action. We bring out our influence on supply chain and encourage 
our suppliers to be members of the Conflict-Free Smelter (CFS) plan in EICC/ GeSI.

Through consolidating corporate resources and procurement behaviors, we have contributed to 
the development of local society and economy. In the future, we will continue to capitalize on our 
purchasing power and team up with our suppliers to jointly search for and develop high quality and 
environmental friendly products.

We primarily purchase three types of materials: raw materials required in the manufacturing process, 
equipment and materials used in projects and all other miscellaneous items. To realize our green 
mindset through our procurement behavior, we start from the source management. In addition 
to prohibiting the use of hazardous substances, we further expand the procurement scope of 
environmental friendly products and commit to the use of conflict-free minerals to reduce the impact of 
raw materials on the environment.

We purchase raw materials primarily from Taiwan and to promote proper business practices, we 
have teamed up with our procurement partners to implement green procurement, enforce localized 
material supplies, reduce unnecessary expenses associated with ocean and air transportation, and 
reduce carbon footprint generated in the transportation process. This not only allows us to fulfill our 
responsibilities for energy saving and carbon reduction, but also lowers our cost. The total cost of green 
procurement of Unimicron in 2012 is NTD. 1,420,152.

Take the Carrier Material Procurement as an example, the main material suppliers of Carrier is in Japan. 
If we decide to export the material from Japan, other than the high transportation fee, it will emit 
large amount of CO2 while shipping. Therefore, since 2009, we have contacted with three suppliers to 
set up the warehouse in Taiwan. To do so, it will not only shrink the production time but reduce the 
transportation fee.

We support the development of local suppliers in action. In compared with 76% of 2011 raw material 
purchasing in Taiwan, the percentage of those in 2012 is increased to 79%.

03 Management of Conflict Metal

04 Extend the Influence of Purchase Power
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Besides the procurements of low-carbon and green material, we also recycle the trays to reduce our 
procurement volume. The usage of recycled trays is occupied 89% of total tray use which has better 
performance than that in 2011.

Region 2010 2011 2012

% Recycle tray 82% 78% 89%

In response to the light, short and small product of PCB, we need to place urea plate outside the 
product while packing to avoid the abnormal product shape caused by the vacuum operation. 
We recycle the urea plate used in the drilling process and reuse it the package of PCB products 
after the process of cutting, chamfering and cleaning.

PCB Package Material : Recycle and reuse of Urea plate

2012 Procurement Distribution by Regions and Amount

Region 2009 2010 2011 2012

Taiwan 80% 73% 76% 79%

Other Areas 20% 27% 24% 21%

◆ Note：For raw materials used in high end products as required by 
customers, they still need to be imported from oversea areas.

◆ Recycle and reuse proportion= total amount of recycled trays / the total usage of recycled trays * 100%.

632012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Sustainability
Society

64 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Customer Relationships

We will discuss ratification and improvement plans at the review meetings based on trends analyzed 
from gathered customer satisfaction questionnaires and customer QBRs scorecard, implement 
corresponding measures accordingly, and include the measures into KPI management for departments. 
This not only can increase customer satisfaction, but also serves as reference for us to adjust corporate 
strategies and development direction.

As a world class supplier in the PCB and Carrier industry, the customers of Unimicron are all over the 
world. We pursue the goal of becoming the best business partner for our customers and offer products 
with top quality to achieve customer satisfaction.

The Overall Customer Satisfaction for PCB

◆ Note：The survey score for the customer satisfaction ( the lowest score is 1 and the highest score is 5 ). Once the 
average score is under 3.5, Unimicron will deploy the improvement actions then set up KPI and do regular review.

01 Smooth communication and Customer satisfaction Management

To acquire customer information and gain a deep understanding into their needs and expectations 
for our product quality and service, technology, price and delivery dates, we will communicate with 
customers in the following ways:

◆ Set up the fixed contact windows for customer service.

◆ Founded the VIP customer service team ( Leader is as factory director level and 
   communicate and discuss with customer every week ).

◆ Quarterly meeting.

◆ Regular visiting our customers.

◆ Irregular contact.

To acquire customer information and gain a deep understanding into their needs and expectations, 
Unimicron implemented regular "Customer Satisfaction Survey" every half-year. Take PCB products as 
example, under the efforts of the employees of relevant department, when seeing the result of 2012 
customer satisfaction survey, the satisfaction score of all customers is in an upward trend, that is to 
say, the score of overall customer satisfaction ( with 1.5 point increasing) and the satisfaction of VIP 
customer (increase 0.20 point) are higher than those of 2011.
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We understand that listening to the voice of customers and responsing the customer expectation 
as soon as possible is the critical factors to create the revenue and extend the business scope. For 
that matter, in terms of the customers, we come up a comprehensive, systematic and standardized 
procedures to give an active, high quality customer oriented response mechanism.

We regard the complaint and suggestion as the opportunity to follow up our customers and to improve 
the consciousness and crisis awareness of our customer management and service. We have a clear 
channel for customers to communicate and give a feedback to us; at the same time, we ensure that their 
messages will deliver to the relevant department or management echelon. To the internal, we satisfy 
and response the customer need, ensure the customer benefit and raise and solid customer loyalty by 
perfect handling procedures and response machinery.

Treatment 
Procedures Channel Standard operating 

procedures (SOP) Response

The quality 
complaint from 
customers and 
its handling way

Abnormality 
notice 
mail from 
customer

Abnormality notice 
mail from customer

Customer complaint  
treatment procedure

Confirm the clear situation with customer, if 
the responsibility of problem is not from the 
factory, we contact, notify the customers in 
detail within 4 hours by phone.
If the customer complaint relates to HSF, GM 
Committee should be informed within 24 
hours. 
If it is under sample developing phase, R&D 
department needs to check whether or not 
the abnormal situation is happened in the 
R&D phase.

Situation 
monitoring and 
handling

Meeting 
minutes
The 
Customer 
complaint 
Service 
treatment 
form

•  Customer 
complaint treatment 
procedure.
•  Non-conformance 
treatment procedure.
•  The Norm of 
Returns processing.

•  Gathering the information of customer 
complaint and understand the cost of inferior 
and discard products and the customer 
requirement.
•  Shall reply customer the preliminary 
situation of problems within 24 hours. No 
matter the complaint level is Serious, Major, 
Minor.
•  Formulate the precautionary measures for 
future new product or mass production.

The analysis and 
improvement 
of customer 
complaint

•  The Norm of 
Returns processing.
•  The feedback 
procedure for Quality 
Corrective action.

Ask the responsible department to do the 
root cause analysis within the limit time 
and solved it by the improvement strategy 
formulated by such department.

Reply the 
corrective action 
report

The 
Customer 
complaint 
treatment 
form

•  Customer 
complaint treatment 
procedure.
•  The feedback 
procedure for Quality 
Corrective action.
•  The customer 
complaint 
management system.

•  Trace and supervise the time limit of 
handling in the factory.
•  Investigate the content gave by the 
responsible department and then transform 
it to the format what customer need.
•  It depends upon circumstances to decide 
whether or not go visit clients and report to 
them.

Follow-up 
on effect fo 
improvement 
and its 
information 
management

The 
Customer 
complaint 
treatment 
form

•  Continuous 
improvement 
in operation 
procedures.
•  Customer 
complaint treatment 
procedure

•  Supervising and implementing 
conformation in the corrective actions of 
customer compliant.
•  Do the monthly information integration 
and the periodic review with the relevant QC.
•  Keeps all the customer complaint treatment 
forms files in customer management 
operation system.

02 Voice Of Customer, VOC
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In response to the 11 required measures of Personal Information Protection Act (see the following 
figure), our IT security strategies released four steps of Personal Information Protection.

Since 2012, our IT Security Management are formulated based on ISO27001 SOPs by our IT department 
and the scope includes IT security organization, training, management, and reporting to ensure the 
security of the IT infrastructure.

03 IT Security Management

◆    Step0：Set up the personal information response team.

◆    Step1：The awareness of personal information protection.

◆    Step2：The analysis of the Default of Enterprise Personal Information.

◆    Step3：The solution of the default.
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Implementation Focus Details

Personnel security 
management and 
training

New employees need to sign a NDA when they come onboard and 
IT security policies are stressed in their orientation.

Computer system 
security management

Strictly enforce management of user privilege and account 
management to ensure control on system access and prevent virus 
and malicious software.

Network security and 
management

Connections within LANs or to external networks are controlled by 
firewalls and emails and instant messenger applications are closely 
monitored.

Security Management 
during system 
development and 
maintenance

(1)   Application development environment are divided into the 
        official environment and beta environment to ensure data 
        security and control versions of applications.
(2)   Contractors are required to sign the NDA and follow our IT 
        security regulation.

Information asset security 
and management

IT security management platform is adopted to monitor the usage 
of applications and hardware and the use of unauthorized software 
and hardware; portable storage devices (such as USB flash drives) 
are strictly prohibited.

Computer room security 
and management

Enforce access control and redundancy measures/data backup 
operations and practices to avoid interruption caused by 
contingency issues.

To meet the needs of our company and customers in exchanging and transferring electronic 
files, we have adopted the following network security measures :

1.   Secure File Transfer (FTP)：When transferring a number of files, they need to be encrypted and 
thus the FTPS is used as the standard for data transfer and the universally acknowledged VeriSign 
Digital ID technology is adopted to encrypt data transferred.

2.   Control on wireless network risks：Data transferred over the wireless network is encrypted 
using WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) and WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) to block connections of 
unauthorized access points.

To protect trade secret for Unimicron and our customers, our IT security implementation focuses 
include:

◆    NB encryption

◆    Hard disk encryption

◆    Manage and control the email 
       special keyword

◆    USB managing and control

◆    Camera phone managing and control

◆    Monitor the delivery procedure

Have the IT management and control based on the requirement of customer
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Labor Relationship

Talent is the key of company success in the global market. Innovative products, technologies and 
services can only be realized by brilliant talent. With faith, honesty and mutual trust, Unimicron has 
committed to creating a work environment that will cultivate the talent of our employees, allow 
employees and teams to utilize their potentials and to attract top talent from all fields. We further offer 
competitive employee benefit programs and compensation systems that will stimulate the potentials 
of prospective employees. Through complete training programs to retain top talent and boost our 
productivity and core competency, we expect to maximize our corporate performance.

Until the end of 2012, the total number of employees at Unimicron reached 21,817.  In them, 10,045 
employees are in Taiwan, and 11,772 employees are in China. We value employee diversity and cultures 
and recruit and offer new immigrants long term and stable employment opportunities. Until the end of 
2012, the number of our foreign workers totaled 39.

We set our labor policies based on local labor regulations, requirements of our global customers, 
EICC, and other international standards to construct an equal, secure and stable employment and 
development environment. In the last three years, we have observed steady growth in number of 
employees in Taiwan, dropping employee turnover rates, and creating and offering stable employment 
opportunities.

Regarding talent recruitment, In order to meet the fair, open principles and effectiveness, we establish 
recruitment standard procedure, which covers the scope of the manpower budget, review process, job 
description, job vacancy requirements, qualification standard, and interview and test process. Through 
the tests and interviews, (including logic test, TOEIC, career appraisal of personal potential, and 
managerial competence assessment), we have ensured that all Unimicron employees can utilize their 
potentials and thrive in their positions.

Additionally, to protect the privacy of all the applicants and ensure their interview performance, we 
have separated the entrances of the recruiting center from the main employee entrance and planned a 
spacious rest area and landscape observation area for applicants to relax in.

Unimicron's Labor Policy
◆ Equal employment opportunity- Prevent discrimination during recruitment, employment, assessment, or promotion.

◆ Humane treatment- Ensure equal opportunity and dignity for all employees.

◆ Communication with employees- Encourage employees to express opinions, and protect the rights of the aggrieved.

◆ Improve work conditions- Provide comprehensive wage and welfare system and strengthen employee training to 
   enhance their competitiveness.

◆ Integrity- Uphold principles of honesty and justice.

692012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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2009-2012 Employees Demographics (Taiwan)

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012
Total number of Employees 7,979 9,244 9,687 10,045

Taiwan Employees
Male 4121 4907 5196 5,456

Female 2843 3242 3324 3,327

Foreign Employees
Male 457 533 549 600

Female 558 562 618 662

Full-time Employees
Male 4578 5440 5745 6,056

Female 3401 3804 3942 3,989

Direct Labors 1 Male 3079 3914 4138 4,306

Female 2835 3198 3279 3,308

Indirect Labors 2 Male 1499 1526 1607 1,175

Female 566 606 663 681

Non-Fixed-term Contractor 4 Male 3899 4556 5016 4,964

Female 2718 3010 3226 3,079

Fixed-term Conractor 3 Male 679 884 729 1,092

Female 683 794 716 910

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012
New 

Recruit
Turnover 

rate
New 

Recruit
Turnover 

rate
New 

Recruit
Turnover 

rate
New 

Recruit
Turnover 

rate
Male 402 17.4% 2337 27.4% 2177 31.1% 1488 21.6%

Female 184 11.4% 1300 21.5% 1242 29.6% 703 18.1%

Total 586 15.5% 3637 25.3% 3419 30.6% 2191 20.5%

◆ Note：1.Direct labor: employees holding technical positions and directly related to the 
manufacturing/production functions.

   2.Indirect labor: administrator/engineers, or supervisors.   
3.Non-fixed-Term contractor: temporary employees whose employment period is not fixed.

4.Fixed-Term contractor: contractors whose employment period is fixed.

2009-2012 The Total Number of Employees Turnover and its Male and Female Rate (Taiwan)

2009-2012 The Total Numbers of New Employee and The Turnover Rate (Taiwan)

◆ Note：1.The number of employees turnover. 2. Fixed-term Contractor excluded.

◆ Note：Excluding fixed-term contract employees.

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

% % % % % % % %

Under 30 years old 215 55 177 45 642 60 429 40 723 71 293 29 502 65 267 35

30-50 years old 204 57 155 43 614 69 275 31 712 61 456 39 406 69 180 31

Over 50 years old 6 46 7 54 9 69 4 31 13 76 4 24 10 71 4 29

Total 425 56 339 44 1265 64 708 36 1448 66 753 34 918 67 451 33

People

People

People

People

People

People

People

People
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Year 2009 2010 2011 2012

Position level

The numbers of 
manager 486 84 90 16 576 497 83 103 17 600 494 82 108 18 602 546 82 119 18 665

The numbers of 
assistant manager 23 92 2 8 25 30 9 3 9 33 28 88 4 13 32 32 89 4 11 36

The numbers 
of vice general 
manger or above

32 100 0 0 32 33 100 0 0 33 36 100 0 0 36 40 100 0 0 40

Total 541 86 92 15 633 560 84 106 16 666 558 83 112 17 670 618 83 123 17 741

Turnover Rate 2009 2010 2011 2012

Indirect labor 12.7% 22.6% 17.0%
Male 13.3%

Female 13.3%

Direct labor 15.6% 22.0% 17.3%
Male 20.6%

Female 14.6%

Total 14.8% 22.2% 17.2%
Male 18.2%

Female 14.3%

2009-2012 Employee Turnover (Taiwan)

2009-2012 Percentage of Male and Female Employees  
Holding Managerial Positions (Taiwan)

◆ Note：The percentage of female manager and assistant manager and assistant VP increases each year.

◆ Note： 1. Fixed-term Contractor excluded.     2. 2010 is a peak period of employee turnover since merged together.

M
ale

 Percentage %

 Percentage %

 Percentage %

 Percentage %

 Percentage %

 Total num
bers

 Total num
bers

 Total num
bers

 Total num
bers

 Percentage %

 Percentage %

 Percentage %

Fem
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M
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Fem
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M
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Unimicron believes that the quality of life may stimulate employees' potential to accomplish work 
efficiency, and we value the leisure life of our employees. In addition to regularly hosting corporate 
social events and Family Day events to boost employee morale and interaction with family. Publish 
special offers information from contract shops and events to we will notify our employees about special 
offers provided by our authorized stores ranging from food, apparel, housing, and transportation shops 
and periodically hold special activities to ensure the best benefits for our employees.

01 Happy Unimicron

2012 Awards and Recoginitions

Name of Awards Presented by

The warm encouragement workplace 
in Taoyuan County-The award of 

outstanding enterprise

Taoyuan 
County 

Government

Unimicron won the award of "1st 
warm encouragement workplace 
in Taoyuan County-The award of 
outstanding enterprise". 

The award is  recognized the 
enterprise that received high 
value in the indexes of workplace, 
salary and education, welfare and 
rewards, friendly workplace, and 
their creativities.

The Gold Award of TTQS Bureau of 
Employment 

and 
Vocational 
Training, 

Council of 
Labor Affairs

Unimicron pays attention to the 
talent development for long 
period of time. We take the TTQS 
indicator as the benchmark and 
constantly carry out four rules 
of Plan, Design, Do, Review, O 
(Performance)  in creative and 
improve mechanism to ensure the 
quality of education training and 
rinse the company competition.

In 2012, We fulfilled the spirit 
of TQM and received the gold 
awards of TTQS.
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Regarding facilities, we feature basketball courts, fitness centers, table tennis rooms, badminton courts, 
aerobic classrooms, and KTV rooms to encourage healthy activities and sports, and for employees to 
engage in proper activities in designated locations available during their free time to strengthen the 
bond between employees and enhance their health and wellbeing.

To facilitate transportation for employees and ensure that they are not troubled by parking issues, 
exclusive parking lots are available at each plant and the parking lots of all plants across Taiwan can 
accommodate a total of 1,554 cars and 4,128 scooters.

Massage rooms are available at each plant and professional blind masseuses are recruited to serve 
employees onsite from Monday to Friday. Diverse dining environments are featured to offer employees 
a number of varied choices including business meals, buffets, noodles, and Chinese delicacies. 
Convenient stores and café bars are also accessible for employees to relieve their work pressure during 
their breaks. We set up a cozy and convenient nursery room for female employees in the factory. 

█ Comprehensive Employees Benefit  Programs

732012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Reward & Bonus 

Clubs and The Relevant Subsidies 

As a leader in the PCB industry, we strive to retain top talent. Therefore, we apply the competitive 
strategies to the comprehensive compensation. 

Since 2010, we have participated in external compensation surveys and check the compensation 
measures and welfare measures and marketing regularly to come up the encouragement policy to 
attract and detain the talent, keep the competition of talent market as well as give the employees a 
feeling of paying attention to the talent.

In terms of the compensation packages, we set compensation standards based on an employee's 
educational and professional background, knowledge, skill set, years of professional experiences, and 
personal performance. The compensation package we offer is in full compliance with relevant labor 
regulations, both male and female workers are compensated equally, and are free from discrimination 
based on gender, race, religion, political orientation, marital status, and labor union membership. 
Besides basic salary and festival bonuses, we will flexibly adjust salaries based on corporate performance 
and include performance based bonuses, employee profit sharing plans, incentive bonuses to boost 
morale and to retain brilliant employees.

Additionally, apart from providing the insurance and pension fund in accordance with the local law and 
practice, we also provide better group insurance to protect the work and living safety of the employees.

According to the law, we offer labor and national health insurance, maternity leave / parental leave, 
pension reserve funds, and purchase group insurance for all our employees whenemployees come 
on board. Employees can choose to apply for employee benefit programs for their family members at 
their own expense to extend coverage to their family members. Additionally, we further offer complete 
group insurance combinations for oversea employees so they can be devoted to their responsibility 
without worries. The employee welfare committee will provide subsidies of different amounts based on 
different life events (ex. customary occasions, employee training, hospitalization, or occupation injury.)

Additionally, each department usually voluntarily hosts all kinds of recreational activities to foster the 
spirit of teamwork and a harmonious atmosphere in the workplace. In terms of club activities, we have 
the travel clue, bowling club, golf club, etc. to offer employees diverse choices of leisure activities. 
Additionally, in order to understand the needs of employees, we conduct large employee satisfaction 
surveys each year as well as regular labor forums and periodic employee engagement summits from 
time to time.

The Total Cost of Actual Subsidies in 2012

Main Activities of Employee Welfare Committee in 2012

Items Subsidies Numbers of 
Subsidies

Total Amount of 
Subsidies

Customary Occasions 2,500~10,000 1,144 3,435,200

Employee Training 2,500~8,500 49 259,500

Hospitalization Based on the actual 
situation 9,000 11,797,429

Occupation Injury 10,000~40,000 380 337,420

Others 600 9,274 5,564,400

Items Main Activities Performance

1 Staff trip and recreational activities More than 8,000 people attended

2 Staff Love Sending Activity on May 
Day and Mid-Autumn Festival About 800 people attened

3 H1N1 Flu Shot About 1,700 people attended
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Parental Leave

To carry out the Act of Gender Equality in 
Employment and offer better care to our 
female employees who have just gave birth, 
we offer unpaid parental leave to both 
male and female employees. In 2012, a 
total of 31 male employees and 199 female 
employees applied for parental leave. The 
Reinstatement Rate of 2012 reached 66.8%.

2011-2012 Number of Parental  Leave Applications and Reinstatement Rate

2011 2012

Male Female Male % Female % Total

Number of employees who are qualified 
for unpaid parental leave 537 375 586 58% 420 42% 1006

Actual number of employees who are 
qualified for unpaid parental leave 29 166 31 16% 168 84% 199

Number of Reinstatement 15 119 16 12% 117 88% 133

Number of employees who have 
continuously worked for one year after 
the reinstatement

9 74 6 12% 45 88% 51

Reinstatement Rate 68.7% 67%

Remaining Rate 89.3% 82%

◆ Note："Number of employees who are qualified for unpaid parental leave" is calculated using the number of employees who 
have applied for maternity leave or paternity leave within the three years from 2009 (2009–2011).
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Unit 2010 2011 2012 Note ( Calculation way)

Occupational injury for both 
clerks and managerial staffs % 0.99 1.42 1.01

= Numbers of Work-Related injuries at 
that time / The numbers of employee at 
that time

Lost Work Days for both 
clerks and managerial staffs % 0.06 0.07 0.05

= Total numbers of recent Work-Related 
injuries application / The total days of  
recent employees attendance

Absence Rate for both clerks 
and managerial staffs % 0.99 1.42 1.01 = Recent numbers of recent Work-Related 

injuries / Recent  numbers of employee

Occupational
Injury cases for both clerks 
and managerial staffs

cases 92 138 101 = Recent numbers of Work-Related 
injuries

To protect employee rights and ensure a workplace free from sexual harassment and gender 
discrimination, we have established grievance procedures to help employees resolve discriminatory 
practices or practices violating their personal benefits and rights, to prevent sexual harassment and 
protect the benefits and rights of the victims. 

Numbers of reporting channels are available: for example, employees can directly report to their 
supervisors, file complaints using complaint boxes (directly submit to factory chief), quarterly labor-
management conferences, outlook employee email, reporting hotline, anonymous reporting email, or  
"got something to say" at Myumt employee corner in corporate intranet. A total of 539 complaints were 
received through those reporting channels in 2012 and all of them were resolved, for a 100% resolution 
rate.

2011-2012  Grievance Channel Utilization Statistics

2011-2012The Percentage of Employee Days-away from Work, Absence and Occupational Injury Cases

Channel
2011 2012

Number of 
Complaints Percentage Response 

Rate (%)
Number of 
Complaints Percentage Response 

Rate (%)

HR  interview No statistic information 159 29% 100

The labor and 
capital 
conference

195 49% 100 230 43% 100

Employee 
email 50 13% 100 47 9% 100

HR hotline 83 21% 100 84 16% 100

Foreign worker 
(1) monthly 
meeting

67 17% 100 19 4% 100

Total 395 100% 100 539 100% 100

◆ Note： (1) Foreign workers are workers from countries other than Taiwan (foreign labor).

█ The Percentage of Employee Days-away from Work,  Absence and 
    Occupational Injury Cases

█ Grievance Mechanism and Channels
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Complaint Types
2011 2012

Case Percentage Case Percentage

Workplace 106 27% 98 18%

Food 74 19% 79 15%

Transportation 36 9% 74 14%

Policy / Culture 26 6% 74 14%

Salary 36 9% 63 12%

Welfare committee 19 5% 32 6%

Housing 59 15% 27 5%

Entertainment 4 1% 15 3%

Leadership / Management 7 2% 18 3%

Education 0 0 11 2%

Clothing 11 3% 3 1%

Others 17 4% 45 8%

Total 395 100% 539 100%

2011-2012  The Statistic of the Cases in Different Complaints

We emphasize the labor rights and respect for all employees. Besides the forced labor forbiddance 
mechanism deployed at all operation sites, all of our suppliers are requested to sign the Business 
Ethics Compliance and Social Responsibility Acknowledgment (forced labor forbiddance clauses are 
included within) to reduce the risks of forced labor in the supply chain. Our position toward freedom of 
association and club participation is:

Numbers of foreign workers are employed at Unimicron. Besides communicating with them in their 
native language during the recruiting orientation sessions to eliminate language barriers and risk of 
information asymmetry, we will make sure that they are not charged with unreasonable fees or treated 
as forced labor before they leave their countries. After their arrival, they will be provided with foreign 
worker employment manuals with information about internal and external reporting channels and 
employee consultations to ensure they are treated fairly.

Additionally, foreign workers' passports and work permits are kept self-custody and forced savings 
or salary distrainment is prohibited. To ensure thorough care, we host a symposium each month to 
communicate with them.

█ Forbidding Forced Labor

1.  Enhance employees health, encourage employees to join clubs, promote proper 
      entertainment to enrich their choices of leisure activities, improve job efficiency, 
      develop interpersonal awareness, foster the spirit of dedication, and enhance bonds 
      with colleagues.
2.  Employees are entitled to freedom of speech, voting right, and right to stand for 
      election.
3.  Behaviors violating socially accepted norms, laws, and proper cultural demeanors 
      are forbidden.
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Employee Breakdown by Nationality

Employment of child labor is strictly prohibited at Unimicron and we have established child labor 
prevention procedures with clauses for hiring underage workers in the SOP: we shall reserve employee's 
right to work until he reaches the legally permitted age if an employee is verified under the work-
permitted age after being hired.

We support employment for people with disabilities and until the end of 2012, a total of 87 employees 
with a disability were employed at Unimicron.

We Have Indicated the Anti-Discrimination Clause in Article 4 of the Work Rules, as 
Shown Below:

The company shall not discriminate against any job applicantdue to his/her race, rank, language, 
thought, religion, politicalparty, origin, birthplace, sex, sexual preference, age, maritalstatus, look, 
facial features, disability status, former labor unionmembership during interview, recruitment, 
assignment, allocation, assessment or promotion (excluding positions requiring special 
characteristics).

"All employees must pass the interviews and examinations before they are hired". For personal 
background information such as gender, birthplace, age, marital status, status of disability, 
and medical history, job candidates can choose whether to reveal them in the employment 
application form.

2009-2012 Total Number of Employees with Disability Hired (statistics at the year-end)

2009 2010 2011 2012

96 91 94 87

◆ Note：The differential payroll tax subsidies as a result of the insufficient number of employees recruited to meet the 2012 legally 
mandated employment quota ratio has been returned and we are active in recruiting new employees to meet this quota ratio.

█ Anti-discrimination Measures

       

 

2009 6,905 1,042 9 - 7 - 3 2 6 - 1 1 2 1

2010 8,054 1,123 11 1 18 1 23 3 4 1 1 1 2 1

2011 8,444 1,199 7 - 19 1 5 4 4 1 1 1 1 -

2012 8,683 1,297 17 - 14 2 18 6 3 1 1 1 1 1
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For all employees of all ranks to gain a deeper understanding of human rights and relevant anti-
discrimination details and mechanisms, we have added relevant topics into the basic training courses 
designed for employees at different levels. 

We also present EICC promotional documents on bulletin boards and TV walls across all plants; 
completed EICC general courses, manager EICC courses, and tests offered to all Taiwan employees to 
enforce training of EICC standards and in2012, a total of 2,009 employees have completed the training 
program.

2012 Human Rights/Anti-Discrimination Related Training Courses

2012 Feedback from EICC Training Program Participant

Courses Intended 
Audience

Duration /
hours

Numbers of 
Participants 
Completed

Training 
Completion Rate

EICC/Unimicron Code of Conduct All 
employees 0.5 10337 100%

Introduction of Labor Law 7~9 Grades 4 402 56.2%

Sexual Harassment
Prevention Act/ Act of Gender
Equality in Employment

All 
employees 2 408 17.7%

Total -　 6.5 11147 83%

Training Evaluation Criteria Average Rating

Perceived benefits from the course 89.6

Satisfaction with teaching materials 91.1

Usefulness in boosting work performance 90.6

Service quality satisfaction 92.2
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Employees are our irreplaceable asset of corporate competitiveness and therefore we value each 
employee. In addition to building a safe and health workplace, we also strive to provide a cultivating 
environment for employees to learn and grow. To equip every employee with endless competitiveness, 
we have planned a series of training and career planning programs to foster a diverse, self-directed 
learning and quality learning culture to ensure that employees can improve both their careers and 
quality of life.

We provide diverse learning channels for employees to participate in cross fields and multi-technology 
projects to facilitate interactions among employees and ensure that employees can brainstorm with 
and learn from one another in a teamwork based environment and allow them to engage in diverse 
development. Additionally, we encourage employees to take on new challenges and, through training 
and learning in different fields, employees can develop a comprehensive understanding about overall 
business operations and directions of future corporate development.

For new employees to quickly familiarize themselves with their responsibilities, we have set a dedicated 
training department to host training courses for new employees each month and flexibly adjust the 
frequency and hours of curriculums based on actual needs to ensure that employees can fit into the 
corporate culture and environment in no time.

New Employees Training

02 Employee Training and Diversity Development

The Training Mechanism for New Employees

Quality Awareness The Introduction to Mistake proofing and the practice
Quality Awareness (review) Occupational accident prevention

E-system of ECR/ECN Change Globally Harmonized System for Classification and 
Labeling of Chemicals (GHS)

The SPC + OCAP concept and its system 
application Use armour

NCN concept and its system application Supervisor training

8D writing skill Taiwan Occupational Safety and Health Management 
System (TOSHMS)

DOE Practice Occupational Safety and Health Management System 
Reduce the process variations that will 
influence the concept of lot number The Internal Audit personnels for OHSAS 18001

6S Inspector
The Management for Clean Room Knowledge on fire fighting and fire drill
TPM New employee training series

The 12-hour Orientation Training courses for new employees include: Company Introduction, Process 
Introduction, Quality Awareness and Activity, promotion of information security and the introduction 
of our rules of professional conduct, HR policy, waste treatment and pollution prevention and labor 
safety. Moreover, the employees also have the following courses including SPC courses,7QCTools, 
the approval of professional engineering license and training courses for contest winning team to 
help them understand our business concepts, values and goal. We transmit the personal value by the 
competition, mix them with our values and then carry out in the daily work. Each year, we will hold 
three to four time and the cost for each time is about NTD. 80,000 to 100,000.

Training courses for new employees include: company introduction, HR policy and regulations, 
employee welfare and benefit programs, quality policies and systems, human rights and Code of 
Conduct of the Electronics Industry, and 6hours of safety and healthy training seminars.

Additionally, professional training and verification of technical certificates for new employees are 
conducted by the department of new employees at each plant and a tutor is assigned to coach new 
employees and provide the most appropriate and needed training for employee. The self-run courses 
for new employees in each department are as follows:
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2010~2012 New Employees Training Expenditure

Item 2010 2011 2012 

Training Cost NTD. 260,000 NTD. 1,030,000 NTD. 500,000

Training Hours 1,575 hr. 1,470 hr. 1,216 hr.

Total Number of 
New Employees 1,800 persons 2,050 persons 2,100 persons

◆ Note：The lecturers' fees were excluded from the training costs, because most of the courses were taught by internal lecturers.
* Training cost: mainly for new employees' trainings, SPC, QC and Win-Camp training. 

* Training hours: mainly for new employees' trainings, SPC, QC and Win-Camp training. 
* Total number of New Employees: excluding leaving employees.
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Employee Training

Solid Training and Education System

Career Development and Training Program at Unimicron

We design different training frameworks based on the needs of employees in different positions (new 
employees, experienced employees and employees holding managerial positions). Meanwhile, to 
enhance the skills of employees and broaden their scope of careers development, we will also provide 
customized training plans according to their field and levels to continuously perfect the training system.

Besides enforcing an annual training plan, we will offer leadership and management related training 
programs designed to meet the needs of our operational strategies and those of current leaders 
or potential leaders. Along with the job rotation systems and the planning and implementation of 
promotional systems, we will ensure continuous improvements to our talent recognized for their 
development potentials and maintain and strengthen our talent pools.

Until December 2012, the average course completion rate of required courses for employees in 
managerial positions is 67.7% and the curriculum includes the following courses: how to lead a team 
and coach employees, fundamentals of management practice, management development program 
(MDP), training within the industry – job description, training within the industry – job relations, 
interview skills (recruitment/ employment termination/ performance appraisal), project management-
members, project management- leaders, project management- sponsors, basic cost management and 
advanced cost management , etc.

We expect that all our employees can be 
transformed from human resources to 
top talents, and finally profit generators.
To achieve this goal, we develop a 
personal training development blueprint 
according to HR requirements at each 
position and offer talent-cultivating 
plans for employees to continuously 
g r o w  i n  a  l e a r n i n g  d e d i c a t i v e 
environment andincrease their value.
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Foreign Language Training

Average Training Hours for Employees

Educational Training Fees Invested by Unimicron

In order to enhance employees' English ability, we have made the English operation measures, such 
as English Training Course Regulation, to provide training programs according to the actual demands 
of each department with qualified lecturers and teaching materials provided by foreign language 
institutes or the company. The training fees are paid by the enrolledemployees (including lecturer 
fees and teaching material expenses). Other foreign language training courses required by business 
demandsshall apply similarly.

In 2012, there were 24 two-hour sessions totally for two series with totally 29 male and female 
employees enrolled. The total expenditure was NTD. 76,800.

2012
Male Female

22 persons 7 persons

Course Hour 48 hr. 48 hr.

Expenditure NTD. 76,800

Gender Training 2009 2010 2011 2012

Female

Training hours 39,563 47,944 65,294 53,585

Number of 
participants 2,843 3,242 3,324 3,992

Average 
training hours 13.9 14.8 19.6 13.4

Male

Training hours 86,399 113,871 148,462 134,301

Number of 
participants 4,121 4,907 5,196 5,953

Average 
training hours 21 23.2 28.6 22.6

Average hours 19 20 25 18.9

Unit 2009 2010 2011 2012

Total monetary amount for 
employees' training NTD. 1,000 3,280 8,540 10,680 6,700

Total monetary amount for 
employees' training ／ Total 
revenue

％ 0.1 0.02 0.02 0.0002

Total monetaryamount for 
employees' training / Total 
number of employees

NTD. 471 1,244 1,174 674

◆ Note：Example of Plant S1.

◆ Note：Average hours ＝ total training hours ÷ total number of enrolled trainees.

◆ Note：Not including foreign employees and employees on definite contract basis.
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Manpower Allocation and Personal Development Plan

Good Employee Selection

We expect that all employees can utilize their talents at their position and allocate HR to help 
employees with their personal development plan based on the HR needs of each department. The HR 
department will plan andreview manpower deployment according to the HR roadmap and level of HR 
maturity and each department will carry out the provided rules.

For important projects, we will define the level of HR maturity based on the project requirements and 
use the required professional abilities, potentials and completeness of necessary training items to 
evaluate HR allocation to ensure that projects can achieve the pre-established goals and performance 
level.

To systematically assess the performance level of each department and employee, we have both 
deployed the TQM system at all levels and individual employees into the scope of daily management 
to regularly review their performance. Each subcommittee under TQM committee will expect on the 
annual plan set by the TQM committee and implement and review progress accordingly. This will not 
only tighten and link systems together, but also assist all Unimicron employees in making efficient use 
of their abilities.

In order to boost the spirits of distinct employees, the top directors for each plant will select the 
excellent employees of the year and award them with prize certificates and bonus on 1 May every year. 
The award posters will be posted in the plants to encourage more employees to continue excellent 
services by following the good examples of the distinction employees. In 2012, 7 employees got 
awarded with this honor. Besides of that, for the top 3-5% excellent employees nominated by each 
plant, the company will award them with prize certificates and bonus on the company year-end parties. 
In 2012, 262 employees got awarded with this honor.
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Unimicron is people-oriented and we value each of our 
employee. We listen to the voices of our employees and 
decide if adjustment for the corporate management 
strategies and implementation plans is appropriate based on 
employee feedbacks.

We have persistently and continuously conducted all sorts 
of surveys on employee opinions, and our early surveys 
were focused on ideas about life dimensions such as food, 
transportation, housing and cleanliness. However, since 
2008, it came to our attention that more than half of our 
employees are from the N generation (Net Generation) and 
they are keento participate in corporate affairs. Thus we have 
adjusted the direction of our employee satisfaction surveys 
and shifted our focus to conduct in-depth surveys and analysis on dimensions that concern the N 
generation, such as training and education, communications, compensation packages, leadership and 
management, business philosophy, performance management, quality and customer satisfaction, job 
satisfaction, corporate identification, work environment and corporate image, etc.

Employee Satisfaction Survey Criteria and Scores for past years

2010 2011 2012 2012 vs 2011

1. Training and development 74 76 71 -6%

2. Communication 73 76 73 -4%

3. Compensation and Incentive Program 68 68 66 -2%

4. Leadership and Management 62 77 73 -5%

5. Business  Philosophy 73 80 77 -3%

6. Performance  Management 77 77 73 -5%

7. Quality and Customer Satisfaction 71 80 77 -4%

8. Job  Satisfaction 75 78 73 -6%

9. Working Environment 75 71 68 -3%

10. Corporate Image 67 75 72 -3%

Average  71 76 72 -4%

03 Employee Care

1.     Anonymous online survey where employees do not need to worry about pressure   
        coming from the company, supervisors, and colleagues.
2.    Employees are free to provide comments and recommendations regarding 
        supervisors, corporate organizations, and management policies
3.     Emphasizedand supported by top management: the surveys are viewed as health 
        checkups for the management system by top management. After the survey report 
        is complete, it is provided to first level managers including the chairman, CEO, SBU 
        president, VP, factory chief/department head for them to understand the concerns 
        shared by all employees.
4.    Open and transparent communications: a communication meeting is hosted by top 
        managers at each plant and all employees are invited.
5.     Enforce and maintain improvement: managers of all departments will propose 
         improvement plans and they are thoroughly enforced. 
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Dimension Improvement Initiatives

Communication

• Communicate with section managers and above about company 
   operation and compensation policies.
• Conduct employment termination interview with assistant managers and 
   above.

Compensation and 
Rewards

• Adjust annual salaries for all employees.
• Brief to all employees about salary adjustment and salary competitiveness 
   enhancement policies.
• HR department briefsrotation project and specific procedures to retain  
   top performing employees.

Team Building

• SBU managers  handle job rotation details and provide technical support 
   to align employee values with  corporate values.
• HR planning team and the CEO lead all the employees and their families, 
   total of more than 8000 people, to carry out family day activities to 
   enhance all the employees' attachment.

Number of Employees and Response Rate 
Employee Satisfaction Survey 
Average Scores for Past Years

The response rate for the 2012 Employee Satisfaction Survey is 87%, the highest figure for the past 
years and 50% higher compared to the figure for 2011. The average satisfaction score is 72.3, with 
lower satisfaction scores in all the criteria compared with the figures for 2011. The Top 1 satisfaction 
category is "Business Philosophy" and "Quality and Customer Satisfaction", whereas the lowest is 
"Compensation and Incentive Program". The decline in satisfaction scores could be resulted from the 
issue of factory relocation.
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We value the health of our employees. In their personal health care, we regularly host all kinds of health 
diagnosis, set up their annual health management plans according to the results of their diagnosis and 
present the statements and reports in Labor Safety and Health Committee meetings each quarter.

We practice regular physical/ health examinations on new employees, general employees, top 
managers, and catering operators and analyze the diagnosis reports. By reviewing the items with the 
top abnormal percentage on the reports, we then proceed to plan the following employees’ health 
education courses or health campaigns. For the specific operation examinations, the appropriate health 
education plan and assessment will be implemented according to the category.

█ Physical and Mental Health Facilitating Mechanism
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Physical / Health Examination

No Object of 
examination Category Period Practice Remarks

1 New 
Employee

General Physical 
Exam.

During probation in 
plant.

In designated 
hospitals, by 
oneself.

1.   Upon the exam result 
showing that the labor is not 
suitable for a certain type of 
works, assessment on labor 
assignment will be conducted.

2.   The ways and years of the 
records preservation should 
comply with Labor Health 
Protection Regulations.  

3.   Inspection Fee：fully 
covered by the company.

Specific Physical 
Exam.

Before new employees 
conducting any 
operation which is 
hazardous to the 
health.

2 Employee General Physical 
Exam.

Complying with Labor 
Health Protection 
Regulation No. 12.

On site, by 
inviting the 
hospital 
designated 
by Council of 
Labor Affairs.

1.   Upon the exam result 
showing that the labor is not 
suitable for a certain type of 
works, assessment on labor 
assignment will be conducted.

2.   The ways and years of the 
records preservation should 
comply with Labor Health 
Protection Regulations.  

3.   Inspection Fee：fully 
covered by the company.

Specific Physical 
Exam.

Once/ year

Metabolic 
syndrome

Once/ every 2 year

Cancer Exam. Twice/year

BMD Exam. Twice /year

Vaccination 
in preventing 
influenza.

Once/ year

Vaccination in 
preventing cervical 
cancer.

Once/ year Inspection Fee：fully covered 
by the company.

Blood donation. Once/ quarter On site, 
Bloodmobile.

3 Top  Man-
agement

Exquisite Physical 
Exam.

1.   Grade 8 above：
aged above50, once /
every 2 year.

2.   Grade 9 above 
( including)：aged 
above 40,once/ every 
2 year.

3.   Grade 9 above：
aged above 50,once/
year.

In Privileged 
hospital, 
by oneself 
personaly.

Inspection Fee：fully covered 
by the company.

4 Catering 
Operators

Regular Health 
Exam.

Pre-hiring, Once/ year. In hospitals, 
clinics and 
health center, 
by oneself.

Practiced by the catering 
contractors themselves with 
reports submitted to the 
company.

88 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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We offer female employees free pap tests, middle-up aged employees colorectal cancer screening 
tests, free bone density tests, free breast cancer ultrasound exams, free eye examinations and eye care, 
free screening for oral cancer, free vaccination in preventing influenza (totally 1,754 employees were 
vaccinated in 2012) etc. and invite professional physicians to station themselves on site to provide free 
medicine consulting services.

Besides regular health education seminars hosted by professional medical specialists, we will 
periodically offer health issues seminars, interpersonal relationship programs, stress reduction 
programs, and hold smoking cessation contests and tobacco hazard prevention seminars to enhance 
the awareness of employees and care for their physical and mental health. Moreover, to foster the spirit 
of "help others equals to help yourself". We will host blood donation events each quarter andin 2012, 
we had donated a total of 674 bags of blood.

We offer the interactive overseas information toemployees on business trips, so that the employees 
themselves may go check with the info on the company internal website. Epidemic situation is updated 
and reported to the directors by onsite nurses according to the website of Travellers Health, Center of 
Disease Control to avoid arranging business trips to the disease areas to protect employees' health and 
safety.

Besides, we provide our employees with updated medical information every week for their health 
consciousness.There were 146 pieces of health news provided in 2012.

Currently 13 onsite nurses along with 5 professional physicians are allocated for each plant to provide 
employees with all kinds of medical consultation services. Each plant also features health center, 
message services, nursery rooms, and health examinations to track and improve the health of our 
employees and provide employees with emergency medical services. There were 320 hours of service 
provided totally in 2012.

In addition, employees can interact with onsite physicians online through the email accounts of 
stationed physicians in the Outlook All Groups. We have also reached agreements with neighboring 
hospitals to provide necessary referral or project based medical services.

Since 2006, we started to offer long-termed employment to 
professional, blind masseurs to provide convenient massage 
services to all employees at their plant and we support minority 
groups in society with employment opportunities and actions. 

Currently, a total of 7 professional blind masseurs are employed 
and they are entitled to the same benefits as other employees. 
In 2012, 652 employees have received massage services and the 
total hours service reached 993 hours.

Onsite Physicians and Nurses

Massage Services Provided by Visually Impaired Masseurs
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2010 2011 2012

Expense ( Unit: NTD ) 1,025,730 1,660,498 3,423,177

Sum of Participants 4,159 9,448 11,782

Status of Health Management Activity

According to the employee obesity survey conducted by the 
Bureau of Health Promotion in 2010, among all employees 
surveyed, 22.7% are overweight, and 11.8% are identified as 
obese. Our 2010 employee health examination result revealed that 
23.5% of our employees are overweight while 20.7% have reached 
the obesity standard, and they all surpass the statistics published 
by the Bureau of Health Promotion. 

In view of this, we followed the "2011 Healthy and Energetic 
Taiwan" policy initiated by the Bureau of Health Promotion in 2011 
and chose/set 2011 as our "Health and Weight Management 
Year". For the year of 2012, we have themed it as "Prevention of 
Metabolic syndrome", and carried out a 2-month campaign with 
Metabolic syndrome seminars every week. In the meantime, the 
campaign of 2011 "Health and Weight Management" carries with 
75 participants and a total weight loss of 123.6 kg ( 1.6 kg/ person 
in average). We also conducted before-and-after examinations on 
employees with metabolic syndrome and found that the indicator 
has been improved in a range of 22%-46%.

Health and Weight Management

Aerobic Exercise. Photo of Wujioutong Mountain Hike.
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To more effectively engage in bidirectional communications with employees, listen to employee 
concerns, and adequately provide assistance and rectification measures, we have classified employees 
into four types: existing employees, new employees (employees working at the company less than 3 
months), apprentices, and employees who have submitted their resignation applications, and adopt 
different communications and psychological counseling mechanism accordingly.

Bidirectional Communication and Psychological Counseling Mechanism

Type Description -  Communication and 
Psychological Counseling Mechanism

Existing 
Employees

1. "Got something to say" email box is available and a dedicated specialist will handle 
and reply to inquiries within 24 hours and employees can provide their input anytime 
they prefer.
2.  Interactive occasions such as monthly meeting, coffee time, seminar, and seminar 
lunches are available at each plant to understand employees' concerns and listen to 
their suggestions.
3.  A labor forum is hosted once every quarter for top management and employees 
to communicate and discuss all topics of concern: employees will select their own 
representatives and they will collect and submit employees' opinions before the 
forum for corresponding departments to reply to and further discuss at the meeting.

New 
Employees

1.  New employee orientation: an orientation will be provided on the first day 
employees come on board and topics covered include company introduction, 
employee code of conduct, work rules, safety and health regulations, etc. and a 
number of channels are available for new employees to provide feedback and 
opinions.
2.  New employee opinion survey: a questionnaire will be sent to new employees 
one month after come on aboard to assess their level of satisfaction regarding 
the interview process, on board process, orientation, job coaching, and personal 
reference and to understand their status and individual perceptions towards the job.
3.  Learning record: every new employee will receive a coaching journal to record 
their learning progress and comments from supervisor and counselor.

Apprentices

1.  Apprentices refer to students who take their internship at the plant. Each 
apprentice is assigned an onsite teaching assistant to watch over his life and learning 
progress.
2.  A questionnaire is provided to apprentices and their supervisors to assess their 
coping status and confirm if job assignments are appropriate.
3.  For students exhibiting signs of poor adaption, they will receive individual 
consultation from their onsite assistance and interviewed by the HR department on a 
weekly basis to provide them with timely support.

Leave 
Management

1.  We have a job termination procedure and regulations in place. After 
employees submit their resignation application, the HR department will conduct 
individual interviews with the employee and supervisor to assess the reason of 
resignation, issues encountered, and support that the company can provide, and 
recommendations they have for the company.
2.  If their reasons are special situations such as marriage, relocation, or continuing 
education, the company will respect employees' decision and provide necessary 
support such as transfer to another plant or affiliates to continue their career.
3.  If employees are willing to resume their career at our company or affiliates, as long 
as they leave the company less than 3 months, we will still count their prior years of 
experience at our company.
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For foreign works who have come a long way from their countries to create a better future with us, we 
uphold the spirit of "we are the world and we are all part of Unimicron", empathy, care, and dedication 
to provide a full-range daily support to care for their mental, physical and spiritual health, and express 
our care for them with specific actions.

To facilitate life for employees coming from out of the town and foreign workers, we offer full featured 
employee dorms with a capacity to accommodate 2,600 employees and they can select their desired 
rooms based on budgets. In addition to sufficient personal space, the dorms feature recreational site 
for dorm residents to engage in sports and relaxation, dedicated parking lots, food vending machines, 
and 24-hour onsite security services to ensure safety for employees.

Regarding their physical and mental health, we hire foreign administrators of the same nationality 
as the foreign workers to assist them in their daily life, provide life counseling, and translate for them 
to reduce the barriers caused by their nationalities, languages, and cultures. Also, all sorts of health 
enhancing activities are regularly hosted each year, including:  sports day, paint ball games, mid- autumn 
BBQ, Christmas Parties, etc.  

In terms of communications with foreign workers, foreign administrators and HR managers will 
communicate with representatives of foreign workers at monthly meetings. Besides promoting 
upcoming corporate events, policies and regulations, we will assess the needs and recommendations 
of foreign workers at the meeting and communicate with them in real time to thoroughly fulfill 
our commitment for foreign workers in all life dimensions (food, clothing, housing, transportation, 
education and entertainment).

█ Care for Foreign Workers

92 2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Items Care Measures

Food
1.  Offer diverse meal choices for foreign workers at employee cafeterias.
2.  Set vending machines at dorms to provide foreign workers with 24 hour 
     services.

Clothing Uniforms are offered at the workplace and Polo shirts and jackets are 
provided to foreign workers as their casual wears during their free time.

Housing

1.  Provide independent dorms for foreign workers and they are not required 
     to share rooms with local employees to ensure their privacy rights.
2.  Provide computers for foreign workers to go online and contact their 
     families back home.
3.  Filipino TV channels are available at the dorms to alleviate homesickness 
     for foreign workers.
4.  Feature prayer rooms for foreign workers to seek their spiritual comfort.
5.  Dorms are regularly sterilized. 

Transportation
For the Hsinchu and Luichu sites, the dorms are located outside the facilities 
and shuttle services are available between the dorms and plants to ensure 
their safety.

Education

1.  Host regular training sessions to improve their safety at work and sharpen 
     their professional skills.
2.  Onsite physicians are available to ensure foreign workers can work 
     without worries.
3.  Regular employee symposiums are hosted each quarter.
4.  Set up complaint box.

Entertainment
Regularly host recreational activities to ensure balance between work and 
life. For example: sports day, ball games, mid-autumn BBQ, Christmas, Mass 
and Family Day.

Other

1.  Set up foreign administrators to provide foreign workers with life 
     counseling and medical assistance.
2.  Host regular life care interview
3.  Host regular foreign employee symposiums and list their concerns and 
     complaints.

Care Measures for Foreign Workers

932012 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Supply Chain Management

Inspired by the vision of "being a world leading company", we take fulfilling our CSR as the basic 
principle we follow for all our business activities. We understand that this will help Unimicron become 
an international company, and thus, all our customers, employees, and collaborating suppliers should 
follow and enforce this guideline.

It is rooted in our belief that the understanding and collaboration of their supply chain toward CSR is 
the key for us to facilitate the fulfillment of our CSR. Thus, we team up with our customers and suppliers 
to construct a stable and sustainable supply chain and with this idea in mind to establish a cross 
departmental Supply Chain Committee. Through regular consultation and audits, we help our suppliers 
engage in the following initiatives: improving their quality systems, protecting the environment, green 
procurement and plant safety.

Consistency in operational management

We follow international standards and regulations such as EICC. ISO14001, RoHS, and PFOs and 
established corresponding management systems or regulations based on the environmental, human 
rights, safety and health principles outlined in the above international standards. Our Material 
Management Division regularly promotes relevant supply chain activities and communicates with 
suppliers frequently to create a win-win partnership.

The Dow Electronic Materials under The Dow Chemical Company announced the other day that 
the world's largest PCB manufacturer, Unimicron, had awarded their first Best Supplier Award 
to The Dow, for The Dow's advanced technology, customized supporting services, on-time 
deliveries, outstanding quality and extremely high customers' satisfaction.

Unimicron CEO, T.J.Tseng said that The Dow has been a very important long-term supplier 
supporting Unimicron with its innovated scientific technology and excellent technical supports. 
It is an honor to award this award to our most reliable supplier, The Dow, with our appreciations 
and hoping to continue to collaborate with The Dow on the development of new electronic 
industry technology and upgrading the industrial products.

General Manager Jing Chiun Chen of The Dow Electronic Materials Group expressed that it 
was an honor to receive such a great award from Unimicron, as an evidence of The Dow's great 
efforts in winning the customers' satisfactions. Advanced technology and timely supports are 
very important for establishing reliable PCB industry and thus become the common goal for 
The Dow and its customers. By providing the professional technology, global structure and local 
cultivation, The Dow collaborates with our customers as partnerships to realize the customers'  
satisfaction in manufacturing more powerful PCB for computers, mobile phones, vehicles and 
other electronic products.

The Dow Electronic Materials was awarded the first Best Supplier Award by Unimicron
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Starting from 2011, all our raw material suppliers are required to provide their Business Ethics and Social 
Responsibility Compliance. This compliance is created based on EICC, ILO conventions and the SA8000 
standard and covers behavioral ethics, human rights, and environmental related clauses.

Request Supplier to Sign Business and Social Responsibility Compliance

2011 Announcement：We plan to achieve the goal of 100% agreement signing with our 
suppliers and contractors.

2 0 1 2  A c h i e ve m e n t ： Due to the complexity of the engineering categories, 86% of the 
equipment suppliers signing for the "Compliance of Business ethics and Social Responsibility 
Agreement" ( including safeguard clause to human rights). Except for that, the raw materials 
and miscellaneous suppliers had all signed on the agreement. We will carry on advocating and 
communicating with our suppliers to achieve the goal of 100% agreement signing for all of our 
suppliers.

Supplier Category Percentage of agreement signing

Raw Material 100%

Equipment Engineering 86%

Miscellaneous 100%

In an effort to upgrade overall competitiveness for the entire supply chain, we have established 
a supply chain task force to conduct regular supplier audits and inspections. Besides evaluating 
suppliers based on their quality, price, and technology to ensure their quality standards, we also 
uphold the spirit of PDCA to assist our suppliers to track the root causes of their weakness to 
provide timely and necessary support and maintain the strongest competitiveness for the entire 
supply chain.

To ensure that all suppliers thoroughly understand and fulfill their CSRs, we will host EICC training 
seminars. Before their audits, we will first communicate with them and provide necessary training 
and prepare all relevant documents, stress and promote CSRs internally and externally, and 
communicate with suppliers via CSR and EICC promotion conferences.

In terms of implementation, suppliers are requested to meet EICC and relevant environment 
requirements to conduct self-assessments before our field audits. For suppliers not complying 
with requirements, they will need to set an improvement action plan. If they fail the assessment 
again, they will be removed from our qualified supplier list.

We had hosted two sessions of EICC supplier avocation seminars in Feb. and Sep. 2012. Upon 
the total of 97 invitations sent out, all the invited suppliers had come to the events with 100% 
of attendance.

In the future, we plan to hold regular high end supplier conferences and recognize top performing 
suppliers and summon/ call technology forums to improve our product development roadmap, 
our management mindset, and philosophy about environmental protection and CSR.

█ Supplier Auditing and Counseling
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Assisting suppliers to introduce in clean production, optimizing energy and resource efficiency, 
reducing environmental impacts, complying with regulations on environmental protections 
and international standards, fulfilling the requirements for both of economic development and 
environmental protections, and upgrading the green competitiveness of the industry. 

We assess the performances of our suppliers with the five indicators of national clean production 
assessment system, such as production manufacturing, environmental design, green 
management, social responsibility, innovation and etc.

Advising Suppliers on Clean Production

◆    To set up the primary score for each of the clean production assessment indicators.

◆    To propose improvement plans on the weaker indicators and invite professional 
      consultants for onsite counseling.

◆    To establish the compliance verification documentation for onsite clean production 
      assessment system.
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Occupational Safety and Health Management

In the aspect of occupational safety and health management, Unimicron not only commits to comply 
with the relating regulations and view the safety and health relating to employees and stakeholders 
as the important part of the enterprise operation, we also set the goal for establishing safe and 
comfortable workplace to initiative relating occupational safety and health measures and actions.

Because of our commitments and implementations on occupational safety, Precision S1 Plant was 
awarded 2012  "Occupational Safety Investment Excellent Performance Organization"  Merit Award.

Unimicron has committed to the principle of converting investment on 
energy conservation to occupational safety by Council of Labor Affairs, 
Executive Yuan, and implemented projects of integration improvements 
on onsite safety, health and energy and occupational safety investment 
with significant efficiency. We also share our experiences of "integration 
improvements on onsite safety, health and energy and occupational 
safety investment" with other enterprises in the excellent performance 
enterprises seminars.

We allocate 15% of the saved cost by energy conservation for the 
purpose of reinforcing onsite occupational safety (occupational 
safety investment) to realize safety management and reduce onsite 
Occupational Accident Rates.

The top management has built up a well-structured occupational safety and health policy and 
organization, in which the committee labor from every plant accounts for up to 63%, higher than last 
year's figure.

Plants Shanying Plant Luchu Plant Herjiang Plant

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2009 2010 2011 2012 2009 2010 2011 2012

Percentage 60% 60% 63% 63% 43% 40% 40% 40% 52% 42% 42% 46%

Plants Hsingpong Plant Chungyuan Plant Hsinchu Plant

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2009 2010 2011 2012 2009 2010 2011 2012

Percentage 55% 60% 58% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 33% 59% 63% 51%

S1 Plant was awarded 2012 "Occupational Safety Investment Excellent 
Performance Organization" Merit Award

█ Occupational Safety and Health Organization Operation

The results and main features of Occupational Safety and Health Measure by Unimicron: 
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It is our belief that complete and legal occupational safety and health management system (including 
contractors management) is constructed on the spirit of self-management; based on that, we have 
built up OHSAS 18001 management system and certified with OHSAS 18001：2007 and "Taiwan 
occupational safety and health management system"（CNS15506 : 2011）for all of Unimicron 
plants. In addition, we have fully utilized PDCA improvement to enhance system efficiency through 
e-management interface.

2012 Safety Partner Plan is based on the belief of "mutualistic symbiosis" for politics, labors, and 
enterprises. We aim to integrate the safety and health resources of large-sized public and private 
enterprises, unions, regional organizations and related departments and establish the partnership 
on the common visions of reducing occupational safety risks and sustainable operations. Therefore, 
Northern Region Inspection Office, Council of Labor Affairs and Unimicron based on peer-to-
peer, mutual trust, reciprocity, mutual aid principle, the conclusion of a safety partner, in a period of 
cooperation and jointly promote voluntary cooperation plan.

We have integrated the professional diagnosis by Northern Region Labor Inspection Office, Council of 
Labor Affairs and Unimicron's accident prevention resources and collaborate on discovering, identifying, 
and making solutions to the dangers in workplaces through educational trainings, counseling and 
achievement sharing, so that Unimicron may improve and upgrade the occupational safety and health 
standards to accomplish the goals of occupational accident prevention. 

By building up safety partnership platform, reinforcing and integrating related resources, activating 
company internal safety and health campaigns, it aims to assist every plant of the Group to upgrade 
safety and health standards and reduce occupational accidents.

In order to achieve the goal of "zero accident, zero disaster", we not only comply with the basic 
regulations, but also purchase active sensors including infrared thermography sensors, spectrum 
audio-noise meters, and acid gas sensors and proactively initiate emergency management mechanism 
to prevent accidents in advance.

We have set up the annual educational training plan for employees (including contractors) every year. 
In order to enhance employees' correct acknowledgement toward safety and health, the training 
themes include: safety at workplace and home, personal protective equipment, transportation safety, 
fire apparatus application, emergency management principles, earthquake contingency plan etc. In 
2012, all the employees had a total of 66,927 hours' training, much higher than the figure of 2011 as 
9,235.5 hours.

In order to have effective control over the emergency situations promptly, we have regulated Unimicron 
emergency management for different emergency situations by utilizing the company internal resources 
and outer supportive systems and practice strict educational trainings to reinforce the related 
employees' knowledge and skills so that the damage or loss can be reduced to the minimum degree 
when emergency occurs. There were 247 emergency contingency trainings totally held in all the related 
plants in 2012.

█ Safety Partners, Guarantee for safety

█ Occupational Accident Prevention and Emergency Management Mechanism
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Emergency response 
category Emergency response drill item

Chemical accident 
emergency response

• Waste liquid pipe leakage emergency response.
• Chemical liquid leakage emergency response.
• H2SO4 storage tank pipe leakage emergency response.
• Central chemical supply pipe fracture emergency response.
• Vertical black-oxide chemical liquid leakage emergency response.

Fire accident 
emergency response

• Machinery electric fire emergency response.
• Machinery heater abnormality emergency response.
• OCU heating abnormality emergency response.
• Converting station emergency power generator electric fire emergency 
   response.
• Office area (4F) monitor host fire emergency response.
• Forming machine electric fire emergency response.
• OCU solenoid valve abnormality fire emergency response.
• Vertical black-oxide heater abnormality emergency response.
• Oven vent fire emergency response.
• Outer DES heater abnormality emergency response.
• Fire compartment activation emergency response.
• Fire fighting evacuation drill.

Personnel accident 
emergency response

• Operation procedure for sending fainted employees to hospital.
• Emergency response for employees' eye injury by the molding 
   equipment of grinders in the slicing machine room.
• Vertical black-oxide overhead travelling crane hanger abnormality 
   emergency response.
• Strong acid chemical liquid operation emergency response.
• Magazine operator hand injury by accident.
• Employee injury by not putting on protective equipment when adding
   chemical liquid.
• Eyes spayed with super glue when slicing.

Natural disaster 
emergency response

• Flood emergency response.
• Female dorm earthquake evacuation emergency response.
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In addition, we have established "Unimicron Mutual Prosperity" safety and health family group with 
Central-Satellite System and commit to educate and advise our contractors and other minor enterprises 
on the subjects of safety and health concepts.

In order to enhance the local cultivation of labor safety and 
health, Unimicron has established "Unimicron Mutual Prosperity 
S&H Family group" upon the invitation by Taoyuan County 
Government. We aim to integrate regional minor enterprises to 
initiate labor safety and health affairs together to upgrade the 
safety and health self- management standards by the way of 
major enterprises leading minor ones.

The safety and health family group members aim to upgrade 
safety and health management ability and to provide technical 
supports for improving labor environment through mutual 
interface platform with the spirits of mutual assistance, 
collaboration and mutual benefit. 

In 2012, Unimicron had assisted Council of Labor Affairs and 
Safety and Health Center to host the "National Safety and Health Family group achievement 
sharing seminars", which had successfully attracted nearly 100 enterprises in different counties 
and cities nation-wide to participate. During the seminars, Unimicron proactively shared with the 
core groups about the experiences of how to lead the minor enterprises to achieve labor safety 
and conducted interactive discussions to create the win-win situation.

Local Cultivation Plan - Safety and Health Family Group Achievement Sharing

Through clear and entire reporting procedure and accident investigation mechanism, the investigation 
results will be fed back to the relevant departments and initiate preventive measures to lower the 
accident repeating rate. 

Upon the entire employees' efforts, Unimicron's FSI for 2012 is lower than the figures of the enterprises 
in the same trade and electronic components industry in Taiwan for the same statistic period.

Year
Disabling Injury Frequency Rate

Electronics Industry in Taiwan PCB industry in Taiwan Unimicron
2 0 1 0 1.11 1.54 0.86

2 0 1 1 0.98 2.33 1.03

2 0 1 2 0.99 1.79 0.71

Year
Disabling Injury Severity Rate

Electronics Industry in Taiwan PCB industry in Taiwan Unimicron
2 0 1 0 29 21 10

2 0 1 1 25 38 6

2 0 1 2 23 41 25

Year
Frequency-severity indicator for occupational injury

Electronics Industry in Taiwan PCB industry in Taiwan Unimicron
2 0 1 0 0.18 0.18 0.09

2 0 1 1 0.15 0.29 0.08

2 0 1 2 0.15 0.27 0.13

█ Occupational Accident Statistic Data
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◆ Note：Disabling Injury Frequency Rate ＝ Disabling injury person time *10 to the sixth power / total of labor hours.
Frequency-severity indicator ＝（Disabling injury person time * Total of lost days）*10 to the sixth power / total of labor hours.

Frequency-severity indicator for occupational injury ＝√【（Disabling Injury Frequency Rate * Disabling Injury severity rate）/1000】.

We facilitate onsite safety culture and practice routine check-ups and audits to secure the safety in labor 
working environment.  For the year of 2012, the statistic of the occupational accidents (excluding traffic 
accidents) shows that the disabling accident frequency is 0.71, and the Frequency-severity indicator for 
occupational injury is 0.13 for Unimicron Taiwan all plants.

Year Gender

Occupational 
accidents 

(number of 
cases)

Lost labor 
days 

(number of 
days)

Total labor 
hours

The rate of lost 
labor hours 
caused by 

occupational 
injuries

The rate 
of lost 
labor 
days

Disabling 
Injury 

frequency 
rate

Disabling 
Injury 

severity 
rate

Frequency-
severity indicator 
for occupational 

injury

2010

Male 11 150 10,383,562 0.21 2.89 1.05 14 0.12

Female 4 37 7,445,909 0.11 0.99 0.53 4 0.04

Total 15 187 17,829,471 0.17 2.10 0.84 10 0.09

2011

Male 17 58 13,096,697 0.26 0.89 1.29 4 0.07

Female 6 92 9,177,397 0.13 2.00 0.65 10 0.08

Total 23 150 22,274,094 0.21 1.35 1.03 6 0.07

2012

Male 13 514 13,235,164 0.20 7.77 0.98 38 0.19

Female 3 53 9,037,600 0.07 1.17 0.33 5 0.04

Total 16 567 22,272,764 0.14 5.09 0.71 25 0.13

2010 2011 2012

IR 0.17 0.21 0.14

2010 2011 2012

ODR 0 0 0

2010 2011 2012

LDR 15.78 14.62 12.99

2010 2011 2012

AR 0.007 0.012 0.005

 1.  Injury Rate (IR)

 2.  Occupational Disease Rate (ODR)

 3.  Lost Labor Days' Rate (LDR)

 4.  Absent Rate (AR)

◆ IR = Total of injuries / total of labor hours × 200,000* (*：the rate on the 
basis of 50 weeks per year, 40 labor hours per week, every 100 employees)

◆ ODR= Total of ODR / total of labor hours × 200,000* (*：the rate on the 
basis of 50 weeks per year, 40 labor hours per week, every 100 employees)

◆ ODR= Total of ODR / total of labor hours × 200,000* (*：the rate on the 
basis of 50 weeks per year, 40 labor hours per week, every 100 employees)

◆ LDR= Total of lost days / total of labor hours × 200,000* (*：the rate on the 
basis of 50 weeks per year, 40 labor hours per week, every 100 employees)

Absence from duty：Employees' absence from duty (not caused by occupational 
injuries or occupational diseases), including sick leaves and personal leaves; not 
including permitted vacations, maternity leaves and funeral leaves.
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Community Initiatives

We faithfully follow the philosophy "taking from the society and giving back to the society". From 
cultivating the local communities of branches across the world, contributing to boundaryless 
charity events, to sponsoring social and charity development, we have seen increasing trends in our 
commitment over the years. Besides sponsoring R&D efforts in the academic community, talent 
cultivation and charity events, we further encourage our employee association to involve in our social 
participation initiatives to expand the scope of benefits and influences.

We fulfill CSR and contribute to the society with specific actions. In the future, we promise to 
continuously consolidate our corporate, social and employee resources to support social charity events.

We have engaged in long term Academic-industry cooperation program and established a long term 
partnership with National Central University, National Taiwan University, National Tsing Hua University 
and Zhongx in High School. Through sponsoring talent cultivation and campus activities, and providing 
scholarship for master and Ph. D candidates and high schools, we encourage students to focus on their 
studies and improve R&D qualities, and we expect to enhance synergy to attract potential employees 
and talent. 

We believe that by consolidating academic and corporate resources, we can cultivate more brilliant 
elites with solid academic and industrial experiences for society.The total sponsorship for Academic 
Researches and Campus Activities in 2012 is up to  NTD. 3.53 millions. 

◆ Sponsorship for National Taiwan University Academic Development Foundation.

◆ Sponsorship for TPCA Taiwan Printed Circuit Association Best Paper Award.

◆ Sponsorship for CEMA, and sharing the experience of Deming Prize Application. 

◆ Sponsorship for NCU Basketball Team and Baseball Team.

◆ Sponsorship for 2012 TMS (The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society) workshop hosted by 
    NCU Graduate School of Chemical Material.

◆ Sponsorship for the practices of CYCU Department of Mechanics for three years since 2012.

◆ Sponsorship for Shoushan Senior High School baseball team fund and scholarship responding 
    to the plan of establishing three-league baseball system (Little League, Senior League and Big 
    League) in Taoyuan County.

◆ Zhongxin High School Cultural and Educational 
   Foundation.

◆ Luchu Shanjiao Junior High School 
   English Learning funds.

The Sponsored Academic Researches and Campus Activities in 2012 including:

█ Sponsorship for R&D Activities in the Academic Community and Talent Cultivation
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As a reflection of the financial crisis and economic fluctuations, employment for the youth has 
become the most important social issue in Taiwan. As a pioneer in a key industry, we participate in 
campus recruiting fairs each year and invite graduates from the R&D, sales, and manufacturing related 
fields to join us. This not only increases the employment opportunities for the youth, but also allows 
us to contribute to our responsibilities by offering the youth with on-the-job training and career 
development plans.

There were a total of 13 University and College recruitment activities in 2012; in which a total of 1,197 
graduates from University and above were hired, which accounts for 30% of the total hiring with an 
increasing rate year by year. 

2010 2011 2012

The number of University and College Recruitment activities 9 15 13

The entity of new employees 5,553 4,457 3,938

The number of new employees with University degree and above 1,089 1,195 1,197

The percentage of new employees with University degree and above 20% 27% 30%

2009 2010 2011 2012

The number of 
student participants 28 42 42 30

The number of school 
participants 4 12 11 10

Staff 2 persons 3 persons 8 persons 14 persons 

Investment Resource NTD. 600,000 NTD. 600,000 NTD. 600,000 NTD. 600,000

Career Discovery Camp

Achievement and Investment during 2009-2012

█ Job Fairs and Workplace Experience for the Youth

In 2012, Unimicron and Taiwan DuPont had 
hosted together the Fifth "Career Discovery 
Camp" to provide relevant training system 
to the Master and Ph.D. students majoring in 
science and engineering as well as engineering 
design departments through the nation-wide 
student selection mechanism. During the 4-day-
3-night all-round training camp activities, the 
CEO professionals were invited to share their 
successful experiences with the students via 
scenario methodology, so that the students 
not only learnt the most updated industrial and 
technical knowledge, but also realized their personal expertise and strengths to shorten theperiod of 
groping after entering workplace.The students were awarded with certificates after the 4-days activity 
and the distinction studentswere even given the opportunity for the experience of "Plant Manager for 
A Day". 
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I am a graduate-to-be from NTU Chemistry graduate studies, Hsin-Jong Lin. I am extremely 
honored to be selected as the "Best Camper" from the Career Discover Camp CDC held by 
Unimicron and NTHU, and I really appreciated a lot for such a wonderful prize as "Plant Manager 
for A Day" for the opportunity to fully get to learn about Unimicron and its persistence for quality 
and operational philosophy. 

On the day of event, we came to Taoyuan Sanying Plant and followed DC Plant Manager to 
experience Unimicron's speed force and execution power; furthermore, we got to have a close 
contact with President Tseng, leader of the World's largest PCB plant. Through participating in 
operational seminars and Deming consultant meetings, touring of the entire manufacturing 
process and personal practice of slicing tests for quality control, I was really impressed with the 
company's perfect system, bright future and efficient team work which really inspires me and 
makes me desire to come to join the team. 

To summarize, in addition to learning the manufacturing process and onsite life different from 
school life, the biggest reward for me is that I can share Unimicron's advantages and future with 
my classmates, which is very helpful for us, engineering students, about to enter the workplace. 
Ever since the next day, I have been discussing such an incredible experience with my classmates, 
starting from PCB manufacturing, internal operation divisions, to what we may learn by entering 
Unimicron, this kind of sharing is much deeper and wider than any other campus recruitment 
promotions. Because of the continuous plant expansions of Unimicron and consequently more 
job vacancies, I personally very much would love to work at Unimicron as my first job and train 
myself to contribute my value to the company.

Firstly, I would love to express my appreciations to Unimicron and DuPont for making such 
great efforts to hold the Career Discovery Camp event for the graduates about to get into the 
workplace, in which it has made us realize what kind of ability and attitude are desired and 
required in the real industrial society. And I would love to thank Unimicron for offering such a 
wonderful prize as "Plant Manager for A Day", which allowed us to follow DC plant manager of 
Unimicron Sanying Plant for a day to practically experience the one-day onsite schedule for the 
top management, besides, we were so surprised to be given the opportunity to have an in person 
talk with President Tseng and GM Lee who are always devoted in cultivating new generations. 

By participating in morning operational conference, operation quality control improvement 
top management meeting, lunch conference for different departments, afternoon tour of the 
internal operations of the world's first class PCB plant and to the final exclusive souvenir making, 
the entire compact schedule had broadened our eyes with many rewarding experiences to share 
with those classmates who were unable to participate in such a great event. 

To summarize, with such an incredible opportunity of being "Plant Manager for A Day" 
and touring around the world's largest PCB plant, besides of learning more about the basic 
manufacturing technology and cleanroom visit, I, most important of all, strongly felt that 
the President, GM, VP and Plant Manager are aiming for the grand view of global vision and 
concentrating on the details of listening to the employees and caring for them. They not only 
lead with action and speed, but also focus on very little detail in quality control and improvement. 
For the young with great goals, working in Unimicron will definitely create developing potentials, 
consistently improve oneself with solid trainings, challenge one's potentials with self-affirmations, 
and create a better value of life. 

Experience Sharing of "Unimicron Plant 
Manager for A Day"

Experience Sharing of "Unimicron Plant 
Manager for A Day"

by NTU Chemistr y  Graduate 
Studies,  Hsin-Jong Lin

by NTU Chemistr y  Graduate 
Studies,  Shih-Ping Yang
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NTHU Dean of R&D, Shang-Chi Guo (lower level, second from the right), Dept. of Physics, 
Professor Zhou-Tsong Shih(lower lever, first from the right), Professor Chung-Shan Ko (upper 
level, second from the right), Professor Deng-Song Lin (upper level, first from the right), with 
Unimicron CEO T.J. Tseng (lower level, second from the left), and Vice President Di-Chung Hu 
(lower level, first from the left), Vice President Shui-Wen Chang (upper level, first from the left), 
Vice President Jin-Sheng Wang ( upper level, second form the left) signing the contract of 
Industry Collaboration.

2012 Industry Collaboration between Unimicron and NTHU 

The sustainability of industry depends on the upgrading of R&D technology, on the other hand, schools 
also expect the academic theory can be practiced in the industry to complement one another through 
the industrial collaboration platform. The integration of academic educational resources and industrial 
practice experiences certainly accomplishes multiple achievements on national industrial development 
and enhance our international competitiveness. 

Unimicron signed up a four-year Industry Collaboration contract with NTHU in 2012. According to the 
contract, the Department of Physics NTHU will facilitate professional curriculums, upon Unimicron's 
requests, to provide the educational resources of teachers and experimental technology to profound 
and upgrade on-job employees' abilities in technology and product development for the enhancement 
of enterprise competitiveness. In return, Unimicron will provide the students with not only industrial 
practices to enhance their "Last Mile" training before entering workplace and necessary funding, but 
also the job offers for the distinction graduates; so that it will realize the mutual assistance and mutual 
merit for such Industry collaboration program and eventually recruiting more elites into the team to 
upgrade the company's entire competitiveness. 

During the Summer vacation of this year, Unimicron and NTHU have already commenced the lead 
collaborationof initiating the internship program. All of the participant students had agreed that the 
practical experiences of operational management and manufacturing R&D would benefit their future 
studying and career preparations. There are currently 5 courses taught by senior professors from 
different fields with extra experiment classes in NTHU Lab. The first session had commenced in Nov. 
2012 with a total of 27 participants.

NTHU Industry Collaboration

Unimicron CEO T.J. Tseng is the chairman of The NTHU Alumni Association, as well as the 
member of The Alumni Society of Department of Physics NTHU, who has been in excellent 
relations with his old school and old department. It is a mutual belief for both of us that we may 
not only enhance the interactive relations between the Industrial and Academic societies, but 
also obtain the sufficient comprehension of the newly updates, talent cultivations and technical 
requirements of the industry through such profound mutual communications.
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With regards to our care and support for minority groups, besides our cash donations, we further 
provide job and part time opportunities to develop their "Helping People to Help Themselves" 
concepts and ability to integrate into society. In addition, Unimicron also pays attention to the 
education development for the Youth and have sponsored Youth Care Association for a long time. The 
sponsorship for 2012 reached up to NTD. 1.0 million.

We encourage employees to voluntarily contribute to charity events. Through the appeals of our 
internal employee association, our employees initiate regular material donation events during 
major festivals (Dragon Boat Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival, and Christmas). With the support of our 
passionate volunteer groups, the gathered materials are delivered to low income families in Hsinchu, 
Ren-Ai Senior Citizen's Home, Family Support Centers, Blue Sky Home, Youth Outreaching Social 
Service Centers, Miaoli Toufen Shengfangji Orphanages, minority families, independent-living seniors, 
low income families in Taoyuan and disadvantaged families and indigenous tribes in Lala Mountain, etc. 
With our practical action, we continue to spread love and care to people in need.

█ Care for Minority Groups and Participation in Social Welfare Activities
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Besides of social charity events, Unimicron also devotes to social public affairs. We hope to integrate 
government, enterprise and personal resources to contribute to Taiwanese society and relevant 
industry. 

By participating national industrial guild (such as Taiwan Printed Circuit Association and Taiwan 
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' Association, Science Park Administration Association) and local 
industry guild, functional associations or environment safety and health and charity organizations, we 
hope to be a positive driving force with utilizations of enterprise and personal resources to upgrade 
social and industrial development.

Association / Organization Role & Title

National 
Industrial 
Association / 
Organization

Taiwan Printed Circuit Association (TPCA)

* Honorary President
* Executive council member
* PCB Academy Coordinator
* Environment Safety and Health 
Committee Vice Coordinator

Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' 
Association Member

Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' 
Association Member

Science Park Administration Association Member

Chinese Society of Mechanical Engineering Member

Chinese Excellent Management Association Vice President 

Industrial Technology Research Institute -AD-STAC Member

Industrial Technology Research Institute - AMPA Member

The Institute of internal Auditors, ROC (Taiwan) Member

Computer Audit Association Member

Regional 
Association

Taoyuan county Chungli Industrial Park Association Member

Taiyuan County Industrial Association Member

Hsinchu county Chungli Industrial Park Association Member

Chinese Human Resource Management Association Member

NeHR Northern Electrics HR Director Association Member

Assembling and Testing Director Association Member

Environment 
Safety and 
Health 
Association

Taoyuan County Fir Protection Association Consultant

Hsinchu County Friends of Firefighter Association Consultant

Hsinchu County Friends of Police Association Member of Council
Taoyuan County Labor Safety and Health Family 
Group Member

Hsinchu County Union of Nurses' Association Member

Hsinchu City Union of Nurses' Association Member

Taoyuan County Union of Nurses' Association Member

Charity 
Organization

Zhongxin Foundation Director

To Sun Charity Foundation Sponsor

NTHU Alumni Association President

Non-Profit Organization Interaction list

█ Social Participation Achievement
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2012 Unimicron Social Investment Status

Donation External Beneficiary Category Amount (NTD.)

Power saving fluorescent 
lamps 500 pcs

Taoyuan County 
Government

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
1,000,000 

Sponsorship for Luchu Lantern 
Festival Evening Party

Taoyuan County Luchu 
Township

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
20,000 

Hsinchu County Fire 
Department

Hsinchu County Fire 
Brigade

Disaster 
Assistance 60,000 

Zhongxin Scholarship Zhongxin Foundation
Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
2,232,000 

Sponsorship for CYCU 
Department of Mechanic 
Engineering

CYCU
Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
50,000 

Sponsorship for Hsinchu 
County Bridge Safety Monitor 
System

Hsinchu County 
Government

Disaster 
Assistance 200,000 

Sponsorship for Chinese Youth 
Care Association

Chinese Youth Care 
Association

Social Welfare 
Event 1,000,000 

Donation to Friends of Police 
Association

Friends of Police 
Association

Disaster 
Assistance 1,000,000 

Sponsorship for NCU 
Basketball Team NCU

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
60,000 

Sponsorship for SMA SMA
Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
40,000 

Sponsorship forTPCA PCB 
Academy Best Paper Award TPCA

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
50,000 

Sponsorship for NTU 
Academic Scholarship NTU

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
500,000 

Sponsorship for Shanjiao 
Junior High School

Taoyuan County 
Shanjiao Junior High 

School

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
10,000 

Sponsorship for Shoushan 
High School Baseball Team

Taoyuan County 
Shoushan High School

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
360,000 

Sponsorship for Chinese 
Excellent Management 
Association Seminars

Chinese Excellent 
Management 
Association

Cultural and 
Educational 

activity
230,353 

Mid-Autumn Charity Event

Taoyuan Children 
and Family Care 

Center / Saint Francis 
Orphanage/ SOS 
Children's Village

Social Welfare 
Event 75,000 

You are Santa Claus Saint Francis Orphanage Social Welfare 
Even 50,000 

Charity Bazar
Hsinchu/ New Taipei 

City/ Taichung Children 
and Family Care

Social Welfare 
Even 30,0000

Total 7,052,085
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Monetary Donations and Goods& Materials Donations for the Last Three Years

10eport2012 Corporate Social Responsibility Repo
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Third-Party Assurance Statement
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GRI G.3.1 Index

GRI 3.1 Items of Disclosures Degrees of 
Disclosures Page

Strategy and 
Analysis

1.1 Statement on the sustainability of organization and strategy from the most senior decision-
maker of the organization. ● 4-5

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. ● 4-5

Organization 
Introduction

2.1 Name of the organization. ● 1

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services. ● 11

2.3 Operational structure of the organization. ● 12

2.4 Location of organization's headquarters. ● 13

2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates. ● 13

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. ☉ 13

2.7 Markets served. ● 14

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization. ● 14

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership. ● N/A

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. ● 8-9

Report 
Parameters

3.1 Reporting period for information provided. ● 1

3.2 Date of most recent previous report. ● 1

3.3 Reporting cycle. ● 1

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents. ● 1

3.5 Process for defining report content. ● 23

3.6 Boundary of the report. ● 1

3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report. ● 1

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities. ● None

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations – please see other chapters. ●
Please 

see other 
chapters

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports. ●

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement 
methods applied in the report. ●

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report. ● 112-114

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report. ● 110-111

Governance, 
Commitment 
and 
Engagement

4.1 Governance structure of the organization. ● 28

4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer. ● 28

4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number of members of the 
highest governance body that are independent and/or non-executive members. ● 28

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the 
highest governance body. ● 26, 30

4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior 
managers, and executives. ● 29

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided. ● 29, 31

4.7 Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members of the highest 
governance body for guiding the organization's strategy on sustainability. ● 20

4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant 
to economic, environmental, and social performance and the status of their implementation. ● 7,31-32

4.9 Procedures and frequencies of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization's 
identification and management of economic, environmental, and social performance. ● 20

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance, particularly with 
respect to economic, environmental, and social performance. ● 20,28

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the 
organization. ● 33-35

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other 
initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses. ● 94

4.13 Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/international 
advocacy organizations. ● 107

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. ● 26

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage. ● 23

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by 
stakeholder group. ● 23-26

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the 
organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting. ● 22, 25
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Economic 
Indicators Items of Disclosures Degrees of 

Disclosures Page

Management Guidelines ● 13-14

Economic 
Performance

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed. ● 14-15,109

EC2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's 
activities due to climate change. ● 33-35,40

EC3 Coverage of the organization's defined pension plan obligations. ● 74

EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government. ● 17-19

Market 
Position

EC5 Range of ratios of standard entry level wage compared to local minimum wage at 
significant locations of operation. ● 74

EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at 
significant locations of operation. ● 61-63,95-96

EC7 Procedures for local hiring from the local community at significant locations of 
operation. ● 69

Indirect 
Economic 
Impact

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided 
primarily for public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono engagement. ☉ 106,108

EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the 
extent of impacts ● 102-105

Environmental 
Indicators Items of Disclosures Degrees of 

Disclosures Page

Management Guidelines ● 37

Raw Materials
EN1 Materials used by weight or volume. ● 63
EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials. ● None

Energy

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source. ● 43-44
EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source. ● 43-44
EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements. ● 44-45

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy - efficient or renewable energy based products and 
services. ● 44-45

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved. ● 44-45

Water
EN8 Total water withdrawal by source. ● 46
EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water. ● None

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused. ● 46-47

Biodiversity

EN11 Property owned in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity 
value. ● All the plants are located 

in industrial areas.

EN12 The significant impacts on ecological environment protected areas by activities, 
products and services. ● None

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. ● All the plants are located 
in industrial areas.

EN14 Strategies for managing impacts on biodiversity. ● 48

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with 
habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk. ● None

Discharges, 
Wastewater 
and Disposals

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. ● 42-43
EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. ● 42-43
EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved. ● 44-45,54-56
EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight. ● None
EN20 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight. ● 51
EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination. ● 48
EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. ● 52
EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills. ● None

EN24
Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous 
under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of 
transported waste shipped internationally.

● None

EN25 Water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting 
organization's discharges of water and runoff. ● None

Products and 
Services

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent 
of impact mitigation. ● 44-53

EN27 Packaging materials. ● 63
Compliance 
with Laws and 
Regulations

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions 
for non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations. ● 58

Transportation EN29
Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and 
materials used for the organization's operations, and transporting members of the 
workforce.

● 56

Overall Status EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type. ● 57
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GRI 相符性對照表

Human Rights Items of Disclosures Degrees of 
Disclosures Page

Management Guidelines ● 77

Investment and 
Procurement

HR1 Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include human 
rights clauses or that have undergone human rights screening. ●

None 
for 

2012

HR2 Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on 
human rights and actions taken. ● 95

HR3 Employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human rights. ● 78-79

Anti- 
discrimination HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken. ● None

Association 
and Collective 
bargaining

HR5
Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and 
collective bargaining may be at significant risk, and actions taken to support these 
rights.

● 77

Child Labor HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and 
measures taken to contribute to the elimination of child labor. ● 77

Compulsory 
labor HR7 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory 

labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory labor. ● 77-78

Safety Measures HR8 Security personnel training concerning aspects of human rightsr. ☉ 78-79

Local Employees HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of local employees and actions 
taken. ● None

Assessment HR10 Total number and percentage of operations under the assessments of human rights 
and (or) the related impacts. ● 100%

Corrective 
Measures HR11 The numbers of filed, handled and solved cases through formal mechanism of 

appealing. ● 76-77

Labor Indicators Items of Disclosures Degrees of 
Disclosures Page

Management Guidelines ● 69

Employment

LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region, and specified 
by gender. ● 70

LA2
Total number and rate of employee turnover by age group, gender, and region and 
supplemented with the number and rate of employee turnover for the new hiring 
employees.

● 70-71

LA3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-
time employees, by major operation locations. ● 72-75

LA15 The resumption rate and retention rate after Parental leave by gender. ● 75

Industrial 
Relations

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements. ● None

LA5 Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including 
whether it is specified in collective agreements. ● None

Occupational 
Health

LA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal health and safety committees that 
help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs. (in percentage) ● 97

LA7 Numbers of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of 
work-related fatalities by region and gender. ● 100-101

LA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place to assist 
workforce members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases. ● 87-90

LA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with unions. ● None

Training and 
Education

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category and gender. ● 83

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings. ● 80-84

Diversity and 
Equality

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development 
reviews by gender. ● 82

LA13
Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category 
according to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of 
diversity. 

● 70, 71, 
78

Equal Remuneration 
for Men and Women 
Workers

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by operation location, employee category and 
gender. ● 78
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Social Indicators Items of Disclosures Degrees of 
Disclosures Page

Management Guidelines ● 102

Community

SO1 The percentage of executing "Engagement dialogue, impact assessment and
development plan". ☉ 105-106

SO9 The operations that have significant potential or actual negative impacts on local 
community. ● None

SO10 The preventive and mitigative measures for significant potential or actual negative 
impacts on local community. ● None

Corruption

SO2 Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to corruption. ☉ 31

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies and 
procedures. ● 31-32

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. ● None

Public Policy
SO5 Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying. ● 40, 46

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians, and 
related institutions by country. ● None

Anti-Competitive 
Behavior SO7 Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 

practices and their outcomes. ● None

Compliance 
with Laws and 
Regulations

SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for 
non-compliance with laws and regulations. ● None

Product Indicators Items of Disclosures Degrees of 
Disclosures Page

Management Guidelines ● 17

Customer Health 
and Safety

PR1 Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are 
assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and services. ☉ 37

PR2
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle, 
by type of outcomes.

● None

Product and 
Service labelling

PR3 Labeling of product and service information. ● 37

PR4 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning product and service information and labeling. ● None

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring 
customer satisfaction. ● 65-66

Marketing 
Communication

PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing 
communications. ● 65-66

PR7 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning marketing communications. ● None

Customer Privacy PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data. ● None

Compliance 
with Laws and 
Regulations

PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations 
concerning the provision and use of products and services. ● None

● Indicating full disclosure    ☉ Indicating partial disclosure
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